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Abstract

We argue that the selective inclusion of data points
based on latent objectives is common in practical
situations, such as music sequences. Since this
selection process often distorts statistical analysis,
previous work primarily views it as a bias to be
corrected and proposes various methods to mit-
igate its effect. However, while controlling this
bias is crucial, selection also offers an opportunity
to provide a deeper insight into the hidden gen-
eration process, as it is a fundamental mechanism
underlying what we observe. In particular, over-
looking selection in sequential data can lead to
an incomplete or overcomplicated inductive bias
in modeling, such as assuming a universal autore-
gressive structure for all dependencies. Therefore,
rather than merely viewing it as a bias, we explore
the causal structure of selection in sequential data
to delve deeper into the complete causal process.
Specifically, we show that selection structure is
identifiable without any parametric assumptions
or interventional experiments. Moreover, even in
cases where selection variables coexist with latent
confounders, we still establish the nonparametric
identifiability under appropriate structural con-
ditions. Meanwhile, we also propose a provably
correct algorithm to detect and identify selection
structures as well as other types of dependencies.
The framework has been validated empirically
on both synthetic data and real-world music.

1. Introduction
Selection arises from the preferential inclusion of certain
data points based on latent variables that are dependent
on some of the observed variables (Heckman, 1979). This
selection process not only introduces bias into statistical
inferences but is also a fundamental aspect of the data-
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generating process in various applications. For instance, in
composing music, composers are guided by specific artistic
goals or themes, leading them to selectively choose certain
patterns of musical combinations (as combinations of basic
elements) from their mind, thereby introducing depen-
dencies among the basic elements in the music sequences
(Schoenberg et al., 1967). These intentional but unmeasured
selections, together with the contextual information, shape
the structure of the compositions. A comprehensive under-
standing of the selection structure is essential for uncovering
the underlying causal process and making use of it.

In sequential data, the understanding of selection plays a
vital role. One essential question is whether selection leaves
unique data dependence patterns that cannot be well ex-
plained by direct causal relations or latent confounding.
Interestingly, as we will see in this paper, the answer is
yes. Consequently, overlooking selection in such data can
result in the introduction of incomplete or overcomplicated
dependence models for the data. For instance, due to the
sequential nature of the data, an autoregressive structure
is usually assumed for the entire sequence (Radford et al.,
2018), where each variable is considered primarily a func-
tion of its predecessors, perhaps with attention, and hence
might be overcomplicated. Even when latent variables are
incorporated to account for more complex dependencies,
treating them solely as confounders amounts to a restricted
generative view–as we will show, latent confounders and
latent selection are distinguishable based on observational
data, indicating their different footprints in the data. These
perspectives neglect the potential influence of latent selec-
tion structures, such as the possibility that some dependen-
cies among observed variables in the data sequence are due
to a latent sampling criterion acting as the selection vari-
able, rather than direct causal relations between variables.
Confusing selection with latent confounding or direct causal
relations can distort our understanding of the generative
process. Therefore, discovering and integrating selection
structure may be essential in the modeling of sequential
data, implementing a more veridical inductive bias.

Previous research related to selection mainly focuses on
controlling the impact of selection in data for inference
or discovery (Spirtes et al., 1995; Hernán et al., 2004;
Zhang, 2008; Bareinboim et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016;
Correa et al., 2019; Forré & Mooij, 2020; Versteeg et al.,
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2022; Chen et al., 2024). These studies propose various
conditions to mitigate the distortions caused by selection,
aiming to achieve reliable statistical analysis even in the
presence of selection bias, which holds significant practical
value. At the same time, while these works constitute
significant progress, they primarily view selection as a bias
to be alleviated or a distortion to be overcome, rather than
as an integral component of the data generation or selection
process that requires further structural understanding. The
FCI algorithm (Spirtes et al., 1995; Zhang, 2008) aims to
discover ancestral relations up to an equivalence class in
the presence of latent confounders and selection bias, but
significant ambiguities remain for the selection structure.
To truly discover the mechanism underlying the data, it
is natural to explore deeper into the structure of selection,
such as differentiating between dependencies caused by
selection and those arising from confounding or direct
causal relations. Recent work by Kaltenpoth & Vreeken
(2023) introduces methods to detect whether or not selection
bias is an issue for the considered population under specific
parametric assumptions. Nevertheless, the results do not
indicate any structure of the selection process, leaving a gap
in comprehensively understanding the role of selection.

In this paper, we explore the selection structure in sequential
data to gain insights into underlying mechanisms through
the additional lens of selection. We first prove the identi-
fiability of the selection structure without any parametric
assumptions and interventional experiments (Theorem 3.2).
Specifically, we can detect and identify different types of
dependencies, including selection, direct causal relations,
or both, in sequential data. Furthermore, even in cases with
latent confounders, which add significant complexity, we
prove that the selection structure can still be identified under
additional graphical conditions (Theorem 3.4). Meanwhile,
we also propose a provably correct algorithm to identify se-
lection structure as well as other types of dependencies. We
thus establish one of the first frameworks for uncovering the
general structure of selection in sequential data from only
observational data. The theoretical claims as well as the scal-
ability of the algorithm have been validated empirically in
various settings. Results on real-world music not only align
with existing knowledge but also hint at new discoveries.

2. Preliminaries
The data X = {X1, X2, · · · , XN} consists of observed
variables where each Xi represents an individual one. A
crucial aspect of this data is its sequential structure, charac-
terized by a property that if there exists any causal relation
Xi → Xj , where Xi, Xj ∈ X, it holds that i < j. This
structure is especially pertinent in temporal data, encapsu-
lating the principle that future events cannot influence the
past. The underlying causal structure is defined by a di-
rected acyclic graph G = {V,E}, where V = {X,S,C}

Figure 1. Example of the selection structure in the presence of
latent confounders and direct relations. The figure depicts a se-
quence in a user’s shopping history with a healthy lifestyle .
Initially, the user buys an expensive painting from a gallery.
Then the user visits a mall and first enjoys a steak meal at a
restaurant. After that, the user spots a nearby watch store and
then buys a pricey watch with its accompanying toolkit at
the mall. Then, to adhere to a balanced diet, the user purchases
salads from another nearby store within the mall. This data
sequence was selected for a study investigating the daily habits of
individuals identified as leading a healthy lifestyle. Therefore, the
healthy lifestyle acts as a selection variable, of which one of
the contributing factors is a balanced diet, exemplified by choices
such as steak and salad . Concurrently, the user’s financial
status is a latent confounder (a common cause) for the user to
buy both the painting and the watch . While there is no direct
causal relation between having the steak and the painting ,
buying salad is directly caused by having the steak .

encapsulates all the observed variables X, latent selection
variables S, and latent confounders C. Each directed edge
represents a direct causal relation.

The selection is viewed as follows: Let Sk ∈ S denotes
a selection variable, which is part of the data-generating
process. We can only observe the data points for which the
selection criterion is met, i.e., Sk = 1. As a consequence,
the data distribution is actually the conditional one P (X|S).
Moreover, selection variables depend on observed variables
and introduce dependence between them. For example, in
Xi → Sk ← Xj , there is always a dependence between
Xi and Xj since Sk is always being conditioned on. To
differentiate selection variables from others, we illustrate
them using double-circle nodes. Since our task is to dis-
tinguish different types of dependencies in sequential data,
we assume that all selection variables depend on more than
one observed variable. In addition, we denote a latent con-
founder as Ck ∈ C, which is a hidden common cause of
two (or more) observed variables. We allow the coexistence
of latent confounders and selection variables, provided that
there are no direct causal relations between these latent con-
founders and selection variables. Moreover, we define differ-
ent types of dependencies between variables as follows, with
an illustrative example including all of them in Figure 1.

Definition 2.1. (Selection Pair) A pair (Xi, Xj) is a se-
lection pair, denoted as (Xi, Xj)s, if there is a selection
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SI

Figure 2. A running example for our identifiability theory.

variable Sk such that Xi → Sk ← Xj .

Definition 2.2. (Direct Relation) A pair (Xi, Xj) is a direct
relation, denoted as (Xi, Xj)x, if there exists a directed
edge Xi → Xj in the causal graph. It is a higher-order
direct relation if j > i+ 1.

Definition 2.3. (Confounded Pair) A pair (Xi, Xj) is a
confounded pair, denoted as (Xi, Xj)c, if there is a latent
confounder Ck such that Xi ← Ck → Xj .

Given only the observed variables X, our goal is to identify
these different types of dependencies. Specifically, we aim
to determine the specific type for all dependent pairs among
measured variables in the sequential data. We denote a pair
(Xi, Xj) as a dependent pair (Xi, Xj)d, if it is a selection
pair, direct relation, or confounded pair, i.e., d ∈ {s, x, c}.
Note that there could be multiple selection variables or latent
confounders affecting a pair of variables, and we represent
them as a single entity (e.g., Sk or Ck) for simplicity.

3. Identifiability of Selection Structure
Is the structure identifiable when selection coexists with
other types of dependencies, as illustrated in Figure 2?

To answer this, we first establish the identifiability of selec-
tion structure without any parametric assumptions or inter-
ventional experiments (Section 3.1). Then we extend the
identifiability result to cases with latent confounders (Sec-
tion 3.2). After that, we illustrate alternative representations
of the selection structures (Section 3.3). Finally, we propose
a provably correct algorithm to identify selection structure
as well as other types of dependencies (Section 3.4).

3.1. Identifiability Without Latent Confounders

We first show that the selection structure is identifiable in
scenarios without latent confounders. For instance, in part
(a) of Figure 2, we need to distinguish the selection pair
(X1 → SI ← X4) from the direct relation (X1 → X4). Un-
der some structural conditions, we establish the nonparamet-
ric identifiability in sequential data by producing Theorem
3.2, which involves the following structural conditions:
Condition 3.1. (Structural Conditions).

i. For any (Xi, Xj)s, (Xj−1, Xj)d exists with j − 1 ̸=
i, but not (Xi, Xj+1)d, and Xj is not the effect of
multiple higher-order direct relations. No (Xi, Xi+1)x
if j = i+ 2.

ii. For any (Xi, Xj)d̸=s, (Xj−1, Xj)d exists, and if Xj

is also the cause of a selection variable, (Xi, Xj−1)d
does not exist. No (Xi, Xj+1)d if j = i+ 2.

Theorem 3.2. Let the observed data be a large enough sam-
ple generated by a model defined in Section 2. In addition to
the faithfulness assumption and Markov condition, suppose
the following assumptions hold:

i. (No future influencing the past): For any edge between
observed variables, e.g., Xi → Xj , i < j.

ii. (No latent confounders): C = ∅.

iii. (Exclude degenerate structures): Structural conditions
3.1 are satisfied.

Then all selection pairs and direct relations in the causal
graph G are identifiable.

Proof (Intuition and Sketch). The complete proof is
in Appendix C.1. In particular, we develop an algorithm,
Algorithm 1 (with its full version in Appendix A), and prove
that it can identify all selection pairs and direct relations
under the assumptions. We first show that Stage One of the
algorithm (lines 3-5) detects all dependencies but not their
specific types. This is achieved by conditional independence
tests (CI tests) given a set of variables that blocks all other
potential paths between Xi and Xj . Subsequently, Stage
Two (lines 6-8) determines the specific type of dependence,
whether it be a selection pair, a direct relation, or both.

Consider the two examples in Figure 3, since the latent se-
lection variable is always conditioned on, the only structural
difference between the direct relation (Xi, Xj)x (Figure
3(b)) and the selection pair (Xi, Xj)s (Figure 3(a)) lies in
whether Xj is a collider on the path {Xi · · ·Xj ← · · ·Xk}.
Thus, by blocking all other paths between Xi and Xk, we
can identify whether Xj is a collider on the path by the
designed CI tests. Specifically, Xi is independent of Xk

conditioning on Xj and some other variables if we have
(Xi, Xj)s but not (Xi, Xj)x. Thus, we are able to distin-
guish selection pairs from direct relations. For a pair of
variables that constitute both a selection pair and a direct re-
lation (e.g., Figure 2(a)), we can identify them since they are
dependent on each other, regardless of whether we condition
on Xj or not. At the same time, given the flexibility of the
potential structures, there are many different cases that need
to be considered, and we include them all in Appendix C.1.

Discussion on Assumptions. The first two assumptions are
from the considered setting. Assumption 3.2-i corresponds
to the sequential structure of the data that is common in
various scenarios, including but not limited to temporal data.
Note that we do not assume a simple chain structure between
variables as there could be arbitrary disconnected pairs in
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Figure 3. Illustration of the intuition for the proof of Theorem 3.2.
In general, we distinguish the selection pair (a) from the direct
relation (b) based on whether Xj is a collider on the path.
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SI
<latexit sha1_base64="AeVLbZQizBNYjCTFpD+RbXzycCE=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="1tuktQkBT9ggQ5yAhSKivL14p/4=">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</latexit>

Xk
<latexit sha1_base64="Mx2ExvUQqzUGQWTGQZIbUbEXQZY=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="DKteLd4i8c/zGbCKpqcz6K25lPI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2uqQTAWezpifamZ8/1tYQqy3o4s=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4. Examples of the degenerate structures in Theorem 3.2.

the sequence. Assumption 3.2-ii ensures that the only latent
variables are selection variables.

However, since all selection variables are unobserved and
we are only given the selected sub-population, uncovering
any information regarding the latent selection is clearly
non-trivial. For instance, Kaltenpoth & Vreeken (2023)
employ parametric assumptions solely to detect the presence
of selection bias in the entire dataset without any further
structural information. In contrast, we aim to not only detect
the existence but also identify the structure of selection, and
thus some additional assumptions are necessary. Instead of
introducing parametric constraints, we consider structural
conditions to exclude several degenerate cases.

The intuition of these structural conditions (Condition 3.1
in Assumption 3.2-iii) stems naturally from the difference
between different types of dependencies. As outlined in the
proof sketch, the main focus is on determining whether Xj

acts as a collider on the path {Xi · · ·Xj ← · · ·Xk} (see
Figure 3). For this, it is crucial that Xj−1 is adjacent to Xj ,
indicated by the existence of (Xj−1, Xj)d. Without this
adjacency, Xj cannot function as a collider. Additionally,
we also need to block all other paths between Xi and Xk.
Achieving this requires a carefully chosen conditioning
set for d-separations (Pearl et al., 2000), accompanied
by assumptions to exclude degenerate cases where the
inclusion or exclusion of a variable in the conditioning
set invariably leads to a d-connected path. For instance,
if an observed variable Xv (v ̸= j) is caused by both
Xi and Xk and is part of a selection pair (Xi, Xv)s (e.g.,
Figure 4(a)), a d-connected path between Xi and Xk will
persist regardless of conditioning on Xv. Moreover, it is
necessary to ensure the existence of such an Xk where
(Xi, Xk) does not form a dependent pair (e.g., Figure 4(b));
otherwise, they will always be d-connected. Together with
the algorithm (Algorithm 1), some structural conditions are
needed to address cases like these. As a result, we introduce
Condition 3.1 for the nonparametric identifiability of the
selection structure given only observed data.

Implications. By establishing the nonparametric iden-
tifiability of the selection structure, we demonstrate the
feasibility of going beyond the conventional generative view
to examine specific selection processes in sequential data.
This offers additional insights, potentially revealing over-
looked aspects of certain inductive biases. For example, if
the dependence between two variables is found to be due to
selection rather than a direct causal relation, modeling all
observed variables with an autoregressive structure could
introduce significant bias. Consider a scenario in financial
market analysis, where an algorithm examines stock return
movements over time. In this sequence, Xi represents the
stock return at time i, and Xj represents the stock price at
a later time j (where j > i). A common assumption might
be a direct relation, suggesting that Xi influences Xj . How-
ever, if the dataset only includes days where both Xi and Xj

exceed a certain threshold – perhaps due to an internal data
selection policy focusing on days with significant market
activity – this introduces a selection structure. If selection is
overlooked in data analysis, we might incorrectly interpret
Xj as a variable directly influenced by Xi, and consequently
model Xj as being generated by Xi along with other factors.

Furthermore, the knowledge of latent selection structures
also has the potential to guide various machine learning
tasks by providing more complete causal insights into the
underlying mechanisms. For tasks that inherently require
a trustworthy modeling process, such as interpretability,
including selection structure is naturally beneficial, as
it forms a crucial part of the overall causal process.
Simultaneously, even for tasks that may not seem directly
to benefit from a causal structure, such as pretraining,
understanding the selection structure can still be helpful.
In most tasks, striking a balance between inductive bias
and data is essential. The revealed selection structure
contributes to an inductive bias that more accurately
reflects the hidden causal processes, thus enhancing the
efficiency of data utilization. While a model trained with
a less comprehensive inductive bias, such as a universal
autoregressive structure, can still be effective, it often
requires a substantial amount of data and incurs significant
training costs. Incorporating potential selection structures
makes it possible to adopt a more appropriate inductive
bias, achieving our goals in a more cost-effective manner.

3.2. Identifiability With Latent Confounders

In the previous section, we established the identifiability
of the selection structure in sequential data (Theorem 3.2).
While this provides a way to delve deeper into latent selec-
tion, the setting of the absence of latent confounders might
not hold in certain scenarios, given that latent confounders
often exist. For example, we can identify part (a) of Figure
2 but not part (b). Motivated by that, we extend our theory
and demonstrate the identifiability of the selection structure
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<latexit sha1_base64="DKteLd4i8c/zGbCKpqcz6K25lPI=">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</latexit>

Xj
<latexit sha1_base64="vOo4cJnlu4oDZdIt5gccVI23kHM=">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</latexit>

Xi�1

<latexit sha1_base64="I1e9CvCB4ZI16nNcXdfqZBDUD3o=">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</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="Mx2ExvUQqzUGQWTGQZIbUbEXQZY=">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</latexit>

Xi
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<latexit sha1_base64="DKteLd4i8c/zGbCKpqcz6K25lPI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="vOo4cJnlu4oDZdIt5gccVI23kHM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 5. Intuition for identifying confounded pairs in Theorem
3.4. In general, we distinguish the confounded pair (a) from the
spurious direct relations (b) by identifying the collider Xi.
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Figure 6. Examples of the degenerate structures in Theorem 3.4.

even in the presence of latent confounders.
Condition 3.3. For any (Xi, Xj)c, there exists no
(Xi−1, Xj−1)d, (Xi−1, Xj)s, (Xi−1, Xi+1)x, (Xi, Xj)s,
(Xi+1, Xj−1)d, and (Xi+1, Xj+1)x. Neither Xi nor Xj

is in another confounded pair or higher-order direct relation.

Theorem 3.4. Let the observed data be a large enough sam-
ple generated by a model defined in Section 2. In addition to
the faithfulness assumption and Markov condition, suppose
the following assumptions hold:

i. (No future influencing the past): For any edge between
observed variables, e.g., Xi → Xj , i < j.

ii. (Exclude degenerate structures): Structural conditions
3.1 and 3.3 are satisfied.

Then all selection pairs, direct relations, and confounded
pairs in the causal graph G are identifiable.

Proof (Intuition and Sketch). The complete proof is in
Appendix C.2. Similar to Theorem 3.2, we prove that the al-
gorithm (Algorithm 1) identifies the dependent pairs at Stage
One and distinguishes selection pairs from others after Stage
Two. However, due to the possibility of latent confounders,
there exist some spurious direct relations corresponding to
the unidentified confounded pairs after Stage Two. This
is because, when conditioning on Xi for (Xi, Xj)c (e.g.,
Figure 5), Xi−1 and Xj will be d-connected by the path
{Xi−1 → Xi ← C → Xj . Because both the confounded
pair and direct relation have an arrowhead pointing to Xj , if
there exists (Xi, Xj)c, both (Xi, Xj) and (Xi−1, Xj) will
be identified as direct relations after Stage Two according
to Theorem 3.2. Thus, we introduce Stage Three to identify
spurious direct relations, specifically to distinguish Figure
5(a) from Figure 5(b), which is achieved by designed CI
tests. Meanwhile, since the introduced latent confounders
largely broaden the space of possible structures, we elabo-
rate all potential cases in the complete proof (Appendix C.2).

Discussion on Assumptions. Compared to Theorem
3.2, we remove the assumption of no latent confounders in

Theorem 3.4, thus increasing the applicability of our theory.
However, this extension comes with a trade-off: the inclu-
sion of latent confounders alongside latent selection vari-
ables significantly increases the complexity of the problem.
To address this, it is necessary to have additional structural
conditions (i.e., Conditions 3.3 in Assumption 3.4-ii).

As mentioned in the proof sketch, to identify the added
latent confounders, we need to distinguish them from the
spurious direct relations after Stage Two, i.e., differentiating
Figures 5(a) with 5(b). Notably, in Figure 5(a), Xi acts
as a collider on the path {Xi−1 → Xi ← C → Xj}, a
structure absent in Figure 5(b). This allows us to detect
confounded pairs by testing for additional independence
created by this collider structure. A crucial requirement
is that Xi−1 and Xi do not form dependent pairs with Xj ,
as this would invariably lead to dependence between Xi−1

and Xj . For example, if (Xi−1, Xj)d exist, Xi−1 and Xj

remain d-connected due to the non-inclusion of Xi−1 in
the conditioning set (Figure 6(a)). This is also the case if
(Xi, Xj)d ̸=c exists (Figure 6(b)), since Xi should not be in
the conditioning set for testing the extra independence intro-
duced by Xi acting as a collider on the path. Moreover, we
need to make sure that the only d-connected path between
Xi−1 and Xj is {Xi−1 → Xi ← C → Xj} in Figure 5(a).
This necessitates structural conditions, similar to those in
Theorem 3.2, to ensure that alternative paths can be effec-
tively blocked using the designed CI tests. Additionally,
the introduction of latent confounders must not obstruct the
identification of other dependency types. For instance, con-
ditions regarding confounders are needed for the algorithm
to be able to identify the selection structure, such as the
existence of Xk in Stage Two, as outlined in the previous
discussion on Theorem 3.2. In conjunction with our pro-
posed algorithm (Algorithm 1), we introduce Condition 3.3
as an added structural constraint to facilitate the extension
of our theory to scenarios that include latent confounders.

Implications. Theorem 3.4 shows that, even in the case
where latent confounders exist, we can still identify selec-
tion structures in a manner. This is exciting since both
selection variables and confounders are unobserved, yet we
still prove that it is actually possible to distinguish them
based on only observed data. Notably, this identifiability is
established without imposing any parametric constraints or
necessitating interventional experiments.

In real-world scenarios, especially in sequential data, latent
confounders often coexist with selection processes. For in-
stance, policy shifts, serving as selection variables, can influ-
ence which patients are admitted at different times, thereby
impacting health metrics sequentially in longitudinal health
studies. At the same time, unobserved health conditions,
i.e., latent confounders, may also influence these metrics.
Accurately acknowledging the presence of both selection
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<latexit sha1_base64="Mx2ExvUQqzUGQWTGQZIbUbEXQZY=">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</latexit>

Xi

<latexit sha1_base64="DKteLd4i8c/zGbCKpqcz6K25lPI=">AAADdHicZVLNbhMxEHYToCUF2sKxHCyiSKhUu9ke2opToRcqDhS1aSNlo8jrnU1Mvd6V7SWJVvsGcIVn4zU4cOLAONlKDR3Jms/z45n5PFEuhbHd7q+1RvPBw0frG49bm0+ePtva3nl+ZbJCc+jxTGa6HzEDUijoWWEl9HMNLI0kXEc3p85//RW0EZm6tPMchikbK5EIziyaLvqjL6PtdtfrLoTeB0EN2ie7v9+vb377ez7aaQzCOONFCspyyYwZBN3cDkumreASqlZYGMgZv2FjGCBULAUzLBe9VrSDlpgmmcajLF1Y72aULDUps5N9isCFmAUy8zTCZOcxqwVscjwshcoLC4ov308KSW1G3bw0Fhq4lXMEjGuBLVI+YZpxi6ysFHZv2yyTpmq1OpTJcYbhk5RqkMxCvFLV0W1UkUagId53t3hfFxJipOE28QCp6HRoDEiSBspw1jRlKqbhKQIkz3mZHi+IpFMhJY2AmkLrrFAxkhTNqb9HPc+je34rvAD7cVpnlrWuSgyoSvRjKQozluYS6MTa3Lz1/el06mX4+RJY4mFxH4FWvptm5r+7bdO0LycwutP1qB6yLnmmPhW2PHMEV7Va8eBZuGrdWuE0F+4LnTGGJORcaN4OyjAWalyGyB/Mch0cBW/aQehonlUVrmPw//LdB1cHXnDoHX7GvTwmS9kgu+QVeU0CckROyAdyTnqEkzH5Tn6Qn40/zZfNdrOzDG2s1TkvyIo0vX/8bh8z</latexit>

Xj
<latexit sha1_base64="1tuktQkBT9ggQ5yAhSKivL14p/4=">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</latexit>

Xk

<latexit sha1_base64="3C2LYyVMjYy93yo67pOAONxO/jo=">AAADgnicZVLdatRAFJ52q9ZobauX3gwuC1JLsmmhLeJFpSAWL6z0F5plmUzO7g6dmYSZibtLyJN4qz6Ib+HbeCZNoWsHhvPl/Mx3zpeTFlJY1+//XVrurDx6/GT1afDs+dqL9Y3Nlxc2Lw2Hc57L3FylzIIUGs6dcBKuCgNMpRIu05sjH7/8DsaKXJ+5eQEDxcZajARnDl3DjfXTYZUo5iZGVccXdT3c6PbDfnPoQxC3oHu49qfsfQp+nww3l6+TLOelAu24ZNZex/3CDSpmnOAS6iApLRSM37AxXCPUTIEdVE3nNe2hJ6Oj3ODVjjbe+xUVU9Z3t00R+BTbIDtXKRb7iF0kcKODQSV0UTrQ/Pb9USmpy6mfnmbCAHdyjoBxI7BFyifMMO5QowVi/7bLc2nrIOhRJsc5pk8UNSCZg2yB1YtvdalSMJBt+69s25QSMpThrnAHpej1aAYokgHKcFalmM5ocoQAxfNRZsaNkHQqpKQpUFsak5c6Q5HSOY22aBiGdCsKklNwX6ZtZdXausKEusI4UlGYMVVIoBPnCvs+iqbTaZjjKkhgoxDJIwRGR36aWfTxrk3bPZvA8F7Xw3bIlvJYfy1ddewFrluzEMHbhFobLGhaCP8LvTODUcK5MLwbV0km9LhKUD+YFSbej99148TLPGvWMf5/+R6Ci50w3gv3vuFeHpDbs0pekzfkLYnJPjkkn8kJOSeclOQH+Ul+dVY6W524s3uburzU1rwiC6fz4R89qCNY</latexit>

SIV

<latexit sha1_base64="Mx2ExvUQqzUGQWTGQZIbUbEXQZY=">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</latexit>

Xi

<latexit sha1_base64="DKteLd4i8c/zGbCKpqcz6K25lPI=">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</latexit>

Xj
<latexit sha1_base64="1tuktQkBT9ggQ5yAhSKivL14p/4=">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</latexit>

Xk

<latexit sha1_base64="4GMkOPxvTn9yyPsjElKuKZDmTGU=">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</latexit>

SI
<latexit sha1_base64="4UBQUiHzG2mOz3xBLWS+WtCh1ns=">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</latexit>

SIII
<latexit sha1_base64="AeVLbZQizBNYjCTFpD+RbXzycCE=">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</latexit>

SII

<latexit sha1_base64="3C2LYyVMjYy93yo67pOAONxO/jo=">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</latexit>

SIV

<latexit sha1_base64="efvMjjLeD/cork+31xEETKh6mN4=">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</latexit>^

<latexit sha1_base64="Mx2ExvUQqzUGQWTGQZIbUbEXQZY=">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</latexit>

Xi

<latexit sha1_base64="DKteLd4i8c/zGbCKpqcz6K25lPI=">AAADdHicZVLNbhMxEHYToCUF2sKxHCyiSKhUu9ke2opToRcqDhS1aSNlo8jrnU1Mvd6V7SWJVvsGcIVn4zU4cOLAONlKDR3Jms/z45n5PFEuhbHd7q+1RvPBw0frG49bm0+ePtva3nl+ZbJCc+jxTGa6HzEDUijoWWEl9HMNLI0kXEc3p85//RW0EZm6tPMchikbK5EIziyaLvqjL6PtdtfrLoTeB0EN2ie7v9+vb377ez7aaQzCOONFCspyyYwZBN3cDkumreASqlZYGMgZv2FjGCBULAUzLBe9VrSDlpgmmcajLF1Y72aULDUps5N9isCFmAUy8zTCZOcxqwVscjwshcoLC4ov308KSW1G3bw0Fhq4lXMEjGuBLVI+YZpxi6ysFHZv2yyTpmq1OpTJcYbhk5RqkMxCvFLV0W1UkUagId53t3hfFxJipOE28QCp6HRoDEiSBspw1jRlKqbhKQIkz3mZHi+IpFMhJY2AmkLrrFAxkhTNqb9HPc+je34rvAD7cVpnlrWuSgyoSvRjKQozluYS6MTa3Lz1/el06mX4+RJY4mFxH4FWvptm5r+7bdO0LycwutP1qB6yLnmmPhW2PHMEV7Va8eBZuGrdWuE0F+4LnTGGJORcaN4OyjAWalyGyB/Mch0cBW/aQehonlUVrmPw//LdB1cHXnDoHX7GvTwmS9kgu+QVeU0CckROyAdyTnqEkzH5Tn6Qn40/zZfNdrOzDG2s1TkvyIo0vX/8bh8z</latexit>

Xj
<latexit sha1_base64="1tuktQkBT9ggQ5yAhSKivL14p/4=">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</latexit>

Xk

<latexit sha1_base64="4GMkOPxvTn9yyPsjElKuKZDmTGU=">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</latexit>

SI
<latexit sha1_base64="4UBQUiHzG2mOz3xBLWS+WtCh1ns=">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</latexit>

SIII
<latexit sha1_base64="AeVLbZQizBNYjCTFpD+RbXzycCE=">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</latexit>

SII

Figure 7. Alternative representations of the selection structure.

variables and latent confounders is key to developing a more
nuanced and complete understanding of the data and its
underlying dynamics. Compared to Theorem 3.2, which es-
tablishes identifiability of selection structures in the absence
of latent confounders, Theorem 3.4 broadens the scope by
encompassing scenarios that include latent confounders, en-
hancing both its theoretical significance and practical utility.

3.3. Alternative Representations of Selection Structure

We have demonstrated that selection structures are identifi-
able from observed data, both in the presence and absence
of latent confounders. At the same time, in line with the
principle of simplicity or Occam’s razor (Zhang, 2013), we
may consider merging multiple selection variables into a
single entity when it simplifies the overall structure.
Remark 3.5. For a set of observed variables, where every
variable pair is a selection pair, the conditional dependence
structure is equivalent to one where all observed variables
in this set are direct causes of a single selection variable.

This remark follows directly from the default conditioning
of selection variables. If all variable pairs are selection pairs,
conditioning on the selection variables d-connects each
observed variable with others in the set. This is equivalent
to a structure where all observed variables are d-connected
by conditioning on a single selection variable acting as the
common collider. In a scenario where every pair of variables
within a set forms a selection pair, it is possible to construct a
higher-level selection variable. This is achieved by merging
all individual selection criteria using a logical AND conjunc-
tion, thereby consolidating multiple selection variables into
one (e.g., Figure 7). For instance, in a health study assessing
variables such as Heart Rate, Blood Pressure, and Choles-
terol Levels, where each metric pair is affected by distinct
factors like lifestyle, diet, and genetics, these factors can
be unified into a singular selection variable. This composite
variable, formed through the logical AND of all individual
factors, simplifies the structure across the set of variables,
reflecting a unified selection structure. Furthermore, if more
than two observed variables depend on a single selection
variable, we can always represent them in a pair-wise way,
since the dependence patterns are exactly the same.

Additionally, structuring the selection process in this way
may also help uncover a hierarchical nature of selection.
This may reflect cognitive processes in decision-making.

Algorithm 1: Identification of the Selection Structure
(Sketch with full details in Appendix A).
Input :Data X
Output :A causal graph G

1 Initialize lists L andR as empty;
2 Initialize an empty edge set E and a set of vertices V;
// Stage One

3 ForEach variable pair (Xi, Xj) Do
4 Identify potential dependent pairs by conducting

designed CI tests on Xi and Xj ;
5 Update L andR with identified pairs;
// Stage Two

6 ForEach variable in L andR Do
7 Distinguish between selection pairs and direct

relations by conducting designed CI tests;
8 Update the edge set E accordingly;
// Stage Three (only for Theorem 3.4)

9 ForEach direct relation that may be confounded Do
10 Identify confounded pairs while removing spurious

dependencies;
11 Adjust E based on confounded pairs;

Return :G = {V, E}

Take Figure 7 for example, a composer crafting a musical
piece might set a specific goal (SIV), such as style or topic,
for the whole piece, then divide it into different lower-level
goals (SI, SII, and SIII) for individual passages.

3.4. Identification Algorithm

Alongside establishing identifiability, we propose an algo-
rithm for the identification of selection structures, as well as
direct relations and confounded pairs, using only observed
data. A brief outline of it is presented as Algorithm 1, while
comprehensive details can be found in Appendix A with an
illustrative example in Appendix B. It should be noted that
Stage Three of the algorithm is only for scenarios that in-
clude latent confounders, as addressed in Theorem 3.4. Con-
sequently, this stage is not needed in situations where latent
confounders are absent, such as Theorem 3.2. Our algorithm
achieves a relatively lower complexity of O(N2), where N
denotes the number of observed variables, by searching in
a pair-wise manner and focusing solely on essential CI tests
required for differentiating various cases. This stands in con-
trast to the often exponential complexity observed in other
constraint-based structure learning algorithms (e.g., the com-
plexity of PC or FCI in the worst case (Spirtes et al., 2000)).
However, we do not claim that our method is more compu-
tationally efficient, as it targets a new and distinct task.

4. Experiments
In this section, we empirically validate our proposed theory
and algorithm on both synthetic and real-world datasets.
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Figure 8. Comparison results on synthetic datasets.

4.1. Synthetic Data

Setup. The synthetic datasets are generated according
to the selection process on the data generated by linear
Gaussian Structural Causal Models (SCMs). We incorpo-
rate selection variables as part of the SCMs for preferential
sampling, specifically, selecting samples from the unbiased
population conditional on whether the values of selection
variables exceed their mean. We sample 10, 000 data points
from a sufficiently large unbiased population for simulations.
For the ground-truth structure, we first randomly generate
a basic chain structure, and then randomly drop half of the
edges, after which the remaining edges are the first-order
direct relations. Then, we randomly add selection pairs,
higher-order direct relations, and/or confounded pairs. The
number of each type of dependency is randomly sampled
from [0, N/2], where N is the number of observed variables.
None of the selection variables and latent confounders are
included in the observed data. The implementation of the
algorithm directly follows the full details elaborated in Ap-
pendix A with Fisher’s z-test (Fisher et al., 1921).

Identification. To validate our theoretical claims and
demonstrate the necessity of the proposed conditions, we
conduct a comparative analysis. This involves contrasting
our model, in which all assumptions are met, with a base
model that does not satisfy structural conditions. We vary
the number of observed variables from {8, 10, · · · , 20}, and
randomly repeat every experiment 10 times. From Figure
8, it is clear that our algorithm can identify selection pairs
as well as other types of dependencies under the proposed
conditions, which corroborates our identifiability theory. At
the same time, both the base model and ours successfully
identify almost all first-order direct relations. This is rea-
sonable since the identification of these first-order direct
relations is less complex. However, the base model’s preci-
sion in identifying first-order direct relations is lower than
its recall, particularly when compared to our model. This

Figure 9. Running time for large graphs. The algorithm tackles a
graph with roughly 600 variables within one hour (red dotted line).

discrepancy arises because, in the absence of appropriate
structural conditions, the algorithm may erroneously clas-
sify some confounded pairs as first-order direct relations,
leading to an increase in false positives. This observation
further underscores the necessity of the proposed conditions.

Scalability. We also evaluate the scalability of our algo-
rithm with {50, 100, . . . , 1000} observed variables. Since
the number of selection pairs does not influence the number
of CI tests needed for the algorithm, we limit it to up to 10
for sufficient samples after selection. All experiments are
from 3 random trials with only CPUs and 12 GB of memory.
From Figure 9, we observe that our algorithm can easily
scale to hundreds of observed variables, handling about 600
variables in an hour (red dotted line), which underscores the
scalability of our approach with low complexity of O(N2).

4.2. Real-World Data

Setup. In this subsection, we present experimental results
on real-world music data. Music can be represented in
different formats, and one can consider three main classes
of representations: sheet music, symbolic representation,
and audio (Müller, 2015). In our experiments, we consider
guitar soundtrack clips from Hotel California performed
by Eagles, and string section soundtrack clips from Panis
Angelicus, a verse from the hymn Sacris solemniis and set
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<latexit sha1_base64="IjzCcwRmKusm2P9/p32hOufHQFQ=">AAADdHicZVLNbhMxEHYTfspCaQtHOFhEkVCJdrM9tBGnokqIigNFbdpI2SjyeieJVa93ZXtJotU+Ald4Ax6Et+BFODNOtlJDR7Lm8/x4Zj5PnEthbLf7Z6vRfPDw0ePtJ97TZzvPd/f2X1yZrNAc+jyTmR7EzIAUCvpWWAmDXANLYwnX8c2p819/A21Epi7tModRyqZKTARnFk0Xg3FvvNfq+t2V0PsgrEHrZOd30f7o/Tof7zeGUZLxIgVluWTGDMNubkcl01ZwCZUXFQZyxm/YFIYIFUvBjMpVrxVtoyWhk0zjUZaurHczSpaalNlZhyJwIWaFzDKNMdl5zGYBO+mNSqHywoLi6/cnhaQ2o25emggN3MolAsa1wBYpnzHNuEVWNgq7t22WSVN5XpsyOc0wfJZSDZJZSDaqOrqNKtIYNCQdd0s6upCQIA23iYdIRbtNE0CSNFCGs6YpUwmNThEgec7L9HRFJJ0LKWkM1BRaZ4VKkKR4SYMD6vs+PQi86ALs53mdWda6KjGgKtGPpSgsWJpLoDNrc/M+CObzuZ/h50tgEx+LBwi0Ctw0i+DDbZumdTmD8Z2ux/WQdckz9aWw5ZkjuKrVhgfPylVrb4PTXLgvdMYEJhHnQvNWWEaJUNMyQv5gkevwOHzXCiNH86KqcB3D/5fvPrg69MMj/+gr7mWPrGWbvCJvyFsSkmNyQj6Rc9InnEzJd/KD/Gz8bb5utprtdWhjq855STak6f8D1zQedw==</latexit>

X8
<latexit sha1_base64="97sWb73IVbyvbdnOb9mrzBCAOdc=">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</latexit>

X7
<latexit sha1_base64="5/Xwg2+EiWCMcxVqeXNo2cGfgKM=">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</latexit>

X6
<latexit sha1_base64="D/n65ZB7+DZ0FgJC3zLKWk+BNIk=">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</latexit>

X5

<latexit sha1_base64="ACe4LoJPz8/J/qUONnMNqXaYsT8=">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</latexit>

X4
<latexit sha1_base64="zDFIsCL9racwhu9SiThzaEPZMUI=">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</latexit>

X3
<latexit sha1_base64="Q9dX2PS0G6nRedjrrQKMI1C7EqI=">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</latexit>

X2
<latexit sha1_base64="k9kEf5SjAww6rXIqeveOeoufnIA=">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</latexit>

X1

<latexit sha1_base64="4UBQUiHzG2mOz3xBLWS+WtCh1ns=">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</latexit>

SIII

<latexit sha1_base64="AeVLbZQizBNYjCTFpD+RbXzycCE=">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</latexit>

SII

<latexit sha1_base64="4GMkOPxvTn9yyPsjElKuKZDmTGU=">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</latexit>

SI

<latexit sha1_base64="3C2LYyVMjYy93yo67pOAONxO/jo=">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</latexit>

SIV

<latexit sha1_base64="gIdfXbD/jpolB3zGfo7fIvWR6tA=">AAADf3icZVLNbtQwEHa7/JRAaQtHLharFahUyaaHtnAqWglRcaCI/knNsnKc2V2rthPZDrurKO/BFQ48CG/B2zBOU6lLLVnzZX78zXyZtJDCun7/78pq5979Bw/XHgWPn6w/3djcenZm89JwOOW5zM1FyixIoeHUCSfhojDAVCrhPL0a+Pj5dzBW5PrELQoYKjbRYiw4c+j6NhhViWJualR1VNejzW4/7DeH3gVxC7qH63/K3ofg9/Foa/UyyXJeKtCOS2btZdwv3LBixgkuoQ6S0kLB+BWbwCVCzRTYYdW0XdMeejI6zg1e7WjjvV1RMWV9czsUgU+xDbILlWKxj9hlAjc+GFZCF6UDza/fH5eSupz60WkmDHAnFwgYNwJbpHzKDOMOBVoi9m+7PJe2DoIeZXKSY/pUUQOSOciWWL3yVpcqBQPZjv/KdkwpIUMZbgp3UYpej2aAIhmgDGdViumMJgMEKJ6PMjNphKQzISVNgdrSmLzUGYqULmi0TcMwpNtRkHwF92nWVlatrStMqCuMIxWFOVOFBDp1rrDvomg2m4U57oEENg6RPEJgdOSnmUfvb9q03ZMpjG51PWqHbCmP9OfSVUde4Lo1SxG8Tai1wZKmhfC/0DszGCecC8O7cZVkQk+qBPWDeWHi/fhNN068zPNmHeP/l+8uONsN471w7wvu5QG5PmvkBXlJXpOY7JND8pEck1PCiSE/yE/yq7PSedUJO/3r1NWVtuY5WTqdt/8AMbEitw==</latexit>

CI

(a) Hotel California guitar solo motif

<latexit sha1_base64="IjzCcwRmKusm2P9/p32hOufHQFQ=">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</latexit>

X8
<latexit sha1_base64="97sWb73IVbyvbdnOb9mrzBCAOdc=">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</latexit>

X7
<latexit sha1_base64="5/Xwg2+EiWCMcxVqeXNo2cGfgKM=">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</latexit>

X6
<latexit sha1_base64="D/n65ZB7+DZ0FgJC3zLKWk+BNIk=">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</latexit>

X5

<latexit sha1_base64="ACe4LoJPz8/J/qUONnMNqXaYsT8=">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</latexit>

X4
<latexit sha1_base64="zDFIsCL9racwhu9SiThzaEPZMUI=">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</latexit>

X3
<latexit sha1_base64="Q9dX2PS0G6nRedjrrQKMI1C7EqI=">AAADdHicZVLNbhMxEHYTfspCaQtHOFhEkVCJdrM5tBWnokqIigNFbdpI2SjyeieJVa93ZXtJotU+Ald4Ax6Et+BFODNOtlJDR7Lm8/x4Zj5PnEthbLf7Z6vRfPDw0ePtJ97TZzvPd/f2X1yZrNAc+jyTmR7EzIAUCvpWWAmDXANLYwnX8c2p819/A21Epi7tModRyqZKTARnFk0Xg3FvvNfq+t2V0PsgrEHrZOd30f7o/Tof7zeGUZLxIgVluWTGDMNubkcl01ZwCZUXFQZyxm/YFIYIFUvBjMpVrxVtoyWhk0zjUZaurHczSpaalNlZhyJwIWaFzDKNMdl5zGYBOzkelULlhQXF1+9PCkltRt28NBEauJVLBIxrgS1SPmOacYusbBR2b9ssk6byvDZlcpph+CylGiSzkGxUdXQbVaQxaEg67pZ0dCEhQRpuE3tIRbtNE0CSNFCGs6YpUwmNThEgec7L9HRFJJ0LKWkM1BRaZ4VKkKR4SYMD6vs+PQi86ALs53mdWda6KjGgKtGPpSgsWJpLoDNrc/M+CObzuZ/h50tgEx+LBwi0Ctw0i+DDbZumdTmD8Z2ux/WQdckz9aWw5ZkjuKrVhgfPylVrb4PTXLgvdMYEJhHnQvNWWEaJUNMyQv5gkevwKHzXCiNH86KqcB3D/5fvPrjq+eGhf/gV9/KYrGWbvCJvyFsSkiNyQj6Rc9InnEzJd/KD/Gz8bb5utprtdWhjq855STak6f8DxOAecQ==</latexit>

X2
<latexit sha1_base64="k9kEf5SjAww6rXIqeveOeoufnIA=">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</latexit>

X1
<latexit sha1_base64="gIdfXbD/jpolB3zGfo7fIvWR6tA=">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</latexit>

CI

<latexit sha1_base64="3C2LYyVMjYy93yo67pOAONxO/jo=">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</latexit>

SIV
<latexit sha1_base64="4UBQUiHzG2mOz3xBLWS+WtCh1ns=">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</latexit>

SIII

<latexit sha1_base64="AeVLbZQizBNYjCTFpD+RbXzycCE=">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</latexit>

SII

<latexit sha1_base64="4GMkOPxvTn9yyPsjElKuKZDmTGU=">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</latexit>

SI

(b) Hotel California guitar interplay

<latexit sha1_base64="k9kEf5SjAww6rXIqeveOeoufnIA=">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</latexit>

X1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q9dX2PS0G6nRedjrrQKMI1C7EqI=">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</latexit>

X2
<latexit sha1_base64="zDFIsCL9racwhu9SiThzaEPZMUI=">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</latexit>

X3
<latexit sha1_base64="ACe4LoJPz8/J/qUONnMNqXaYsT8=">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</latexit>

X4
<latexit sha1_base64="D/n65ZB7+DZ0FgJC3zLKWk+BNIk=">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</latexit>

X5
<latexit sha1_base64="5/Xwg2+EiWCMcxVqeXNo2cGfgKM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 10. Experimental results on real-world music data.

to music by César Franck.

Data Processing. We use a single node to represent
each music segment of a length of one bar on sheet music
for Hotel California guitar soundtracks (approximately
3.25 seconds per bar), and a length of two bars for Panis
Angelicus (approximately 3 seconds per bar).

The music feature analysis literature has established sig-
nificant connections between the characteristics in the fre-
quency domain and various musical features, including tim-
bre, pitch and harmony, emotion and mood (Kim et al.,
2010; Yang & Chen, 2011; Müller, 2015). Therefore, in
order to obtain different samples from the same music piece,
we first perform Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the audio
waveform data (e.g., a .wav or .mp3 file). Then, we ap-
ply lower and upper cutoff frequencies, 20Hz and 20kHz,
respectively, followed by the Mel scale conversion to bet-
ter align with the human hearing range (O’Shaughnessy &
Douglas, 1999). We sample one-dimensional features in
the frequency domain for the music piece corresponding
to each node. We demonstrate the causal relations among
nodes from different music clips in Figure 10.

Results. Figure 10(a) presents the result corresponding
to the soundtrack clip of one repetition of the Hotel Cali-
fornia guitar solo motif, which is a short pattern of chord
movements that are characteristic of the song. Figure 10(b)
presents the result corresponding to the soundtrack clip of
another guitar in the interplay. This clip is synchronized
with the guitar solo motif presented in Figure 10(a). As
we can see from the comparison between Figures 10(a) and
10(b), although the two causal graphs are not identical, one
can observe similar selection and causal dependence pat-
terns. Particularly, the selection based on the 1st and 5th
bar of the iconic Hotel California harmonic motif, denoted
by X1 and X5 forming a selected pair X1 → SI ← X5 in
both Figures 10(a) and 10(b), closely aligns with the overall
progression of the Andalusian cadence (a popular musical
progression often associated with Flamenco music). Such
alignment is also observed via X1 → SIII ← X8 in Figure
10(a), and via X5 → SIV ← X8 in Figure 10(b).

Figure 10(c) presents the result corresponding to the
soundtrack clip of the string section in the hymn Panis
Angelicus. We do not directly utilize the strophe (in Latin)

of the hymn in our experiments. Here, we reference it to
facilitate a more intuitive interpretation and validation of
our results. We observe that the identified selection pattern
based on the soundtrack clip exhibits alignment with the
strophe to a certain extent. For instance, for the selected
pair X4 → SI ← X6, the corresponding lines are “figuris
terminum” (for X4) and “Manducat Dominum” (for X6),
holding significant meanings within the context of the
hymn’s religious and sacramental themes.

5. Conclusion
We argue that the phenomenon of sample selection may be
involved in many types of data. Overlooking the selection
process or confusing it either with latent confounding
effects or direct causal relations may lead to an incomplete
or overcomplicated inductive bias, especially in sequential
data. Motivated by this, we establish a set of theoretical re-
sults demonstrating the identifiability of selection structure
in sequential data. Instead of adopting the traditional view
that mainly treats selection as a bias to be mitigated, we
consider it as an informative mechanism underlying the data,
seeking to delve deeper into the causal structure of selection.
Specifically, we first prove that the selection structure
in sequential data is identifiable without any parametric
assumptions or interventional experiments. Moreover, even
in the presence of latent confounders, we show that the
nonparametric identifiability still holds true under appro-
priate structural conditions. At the same time, we propose a
provably correct algorithm for the identification of selection
structures as well as other types of dependencies. The
validity of the theoretical claims and the efficacy of the
algorithm have been rigorously evaluated under various
settings, utilizing both synthetic and real-world data.

Since the structure of selection may provide an often-
overlooked insight into the world underlying the data, the
discovery results with an identifiability guarantee could
act as a new and more veridical inductive bias for machine
learning tasks, suggesting exciting directions on both
efficiently utilizing the data and reliably uncovering the
underlying truth. Currently, the lack of exploration beyond
understanding is a limitation; accordingly, future work
could be leveraging the uncovered structure to solve open
problems such as building a trustworthy foundation model.
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A. Complete Algorithm

Algorithm 2: Identification of the Selection Structure
Input :Data X
Output :A causal graph G

▷ Initialization
1 Set N as the number of observed variables in X;
2 Initialize two empty lists as L := [·] andR := [·], an empty edge set E , and a set of vertices V := {1, 2, · · · , N};

▷ Stage One
3 ForEach l in {N − 1, N − 2, · · · , 1} Do
4 Set i := 1, j := i+ l;
5 While j ≤ N Do
6 If Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |XPre(j)\i Then
7 If ∀k ∈ R[i], Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk} (XN+1 = ∅) Then
8 L.append(i);
9 R[i].append(j);

10 Set i := i+ 1, j := i+ l;

▷ Stage Two
11 Set u := 0;
12 ForEach i ∈ ReverseSorted(L) Do
13 ForEach j ∈ ReverseSorted(R[i]) Do
14 Set k = j − 1;
15 While k ∈ R[i] and k > i+ 1 Do
16 k := k − 1;
17 Let T = {Xv , where (Xp, Xv)s ∈ E};
18 If Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} or k = i Then
19 If Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T} (XN+1 = ∅) or k = i Then
20 Add to E an edge i→ j;
21 Else
22 Add to E an edge i→ j;
23 Add to E edges i→ su and j → su;
24 Set u := u+ 1;
25 If j − 1 ∈ R[i] Then
26 R[i].remove(j − 1);
27 Else
28 Add to E edges i→ su and j → su;
29 Set u := u+ 1;

▷ Stage Three (for latent confounders)
30 Set u := 0;
31 ForEach j in {N,N − 1 · · · , 3} Do
32 ForEach i in {N − 1, N − 2 · · · , 2} Do
33 Let T = {Xv , where (Xi−1, Xv)s, (Xi, Xv)s, or (Xi+1, Xv)s, v > j};
34 If i→ j and i− 1→ j Then
35 If Xi−1 ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T} (XN+1 = ∅) Then
36 Add to E edges i− 1→ j and i→ j;
37 Else
38 Add to E edges cu → i and cu → j;
39 Remove i− 1→ j and i→ j from E ;
40 Set u := u+ 1;

Return :G = {V, E}.
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X8
<latexit sha1_base64="97sWb73IVbyvbdnOb9mrzBCAOdc=">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</latexit>

X7
<latexit sha1_base64="5/Xwg2+EiWCMcxVqeXNo2cGfgKM=">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</latexit>

X6
<latexit sha1_base64="D/n65ZB7+DZ0FgJC3zLKWk+BNIk=">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</latexit>

X5
<latexit sha1_base64="ACe4LoJPz8/J/qUONnMNqXaYsT8=">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</latexit>

X4
<latexit sha1_base64="zDFIsCL9racwhu9SiThzaEPZMUI=">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</latexit>

X3
<latexit sha1_base64="Q9dX2PS0G6nRedjrrQKMI1C7EqI=">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</latexit>

X2
<latexit sha1_base64="k9kEf5SjAww6rXIqeveOeoufnIA=">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</latexit>

X1

<latexit sha1_base64="4UBQUiHzG2mOz3xBLWS+WtCh1ns=">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</latexit>

SIII
<latexit sha1_base64="AeVLbZQizBNYjCTFpD+RbXzycCE=">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</latexit>

SII
<latexit sha1_base64="4GMkOPxvTn9yyPsjElKuKZDmTGU=">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</latexit>

SI

<latexit sha1_base64="gIdfXbD/jpolB3zGfo7fIvWR6tA=">AAADf3icZVLNbtQwEHa7/JRAaQtHLharFahUyaaHtnAqWglRcaCI/knNsnKc2V2rthPZDrurKO/BFQ48CG/B2zBOU6lLLVnzZX78zXyZtJDCun7/78pq5979Bw/XHgWPn6w/3djcenZm89JwOOW5zM1FyixIoeHUCSfhojDAVCrhPL0a+Pj5dzBW5PrELQoYKjbRYiw4c+j6NhhViWJualR1VNejzW4/7DeH3gVxC7qH63/K3ofg9/Foa/UyyXJeKtCOS2btZdwv3LBixgkuoQ6S0kLB+BWbwCVCzRTYYdW0XdMeejI6zg1e7WjjvV1RMWV9czsUgU+xDbILlWKxj9hlAjc+GFZCF6UDza/fH5eSupz60WkmDHAnFwgYNwJbpHzKDOMOBVoi9m+7PJe2DoIeZXKSY/pUUQOSOciWWL3yVpcqBQPZjv/KdkwpIUMZbgp3UYpej2aAIhmgDGdViumMJgMEKJ6PMjNphKQzISVNgdrSmLzUGYqULmi0TcMwpNtRkHwF92nWVlatrStMqCuMIxWFOVOFBDp1rrDvomg2m4U57oEENg6RPEJgdOSnmUfvb9q03ZMpjG51PWqHbCmP9OfSVUde4Lo1SxG8Tai1wZKmhfC/0DszGCecC8O7cZVkQk+qBPWDeWHi/fhNN068zPNmHeP/l+8uONsN471w7wvu5QG5PmvkBXlJXpOY7JND8pEck1PCiSE/yE/yq7PSedUJO/3r1NWVtuY5WTqdt/8AMbEitw==</latexit>

CI

Figure 11. Example for the illustration of the algorithm.

B. Illustration of the Algorithm
In this section, we illustrate the complete algorithm (Algorithm 2) with a step-by-step example. Suppose our data
X = {X1, X2, · · · , X8} is generated from the causal structure shown in Figure 11. Note that the complete proof of the
correctness of the algorithm is included in Appendices C.1 and C.2. Here we just explain the procedure of the three stages
based on the example in Figure 11:

• Stage One: For each pair of variables, the algorithm first tests if Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |XPre(j)\i (line 6). According to the order of
tests (lines 3 and 10), we first test (X1, X8). For line 6, we get the results X1 ⊥̸⊥X8|XPre(8)\1. Since this is the first
pair,R[1] is empty, and we also have Xj+1 = X9 = ∅. Thus, for line 7, we still have X1 ⊥̸⊥X8|XPre(8)\1, and then we
updateR[1] asR[1] = {8}.
However, for i = 1 and j = 7, there is X1 ⊥̸⊥X7|XPre(7)\1 even though (X1, X7) is not a dependent pair. This is
because there exists a selection pair (X1, X8)s, and if X8 is not conditioned, the path {X1 → SII ← X8 ← X7}
is d-connected, leading to the conditional dependence X1 ⊥̸⊥X7|XPre(7)\1. Moreover, when we move to line 7, we
still have X1 ⊥⊥ X7|{XPre(7)\1, X8} since (X1, X8) is also a direct relation on the path. The conditioning on X8

although blocks the path {X1 → SII ← X8 ← X7}, but also opens the path {X1 → X8 ← X7}. Therefore, we have
R[1] = {8, 7}, and include (X1, X7) as a spurious dependent pair.

Then we move to (X2, X8), which is similar to (X1, X8) and will be included as a dependent pair. However, it
gets complicated again when it comes to (X1, X6). Similarly, because of {X1 → SII ← X8 ← X7 ← X6}, there
is X1 ⊥̸⊥X6|XPre(6)\1 even though (X1, X6) is not a dependent pair. Nevertheless, (X1, X6) will not be included
this time. This is because, for (X1, X6), the test result in line 7 is X1 ⊥⊥ X6|{XPre(6)\1, X7, X8} (Xj+1 = 7 and
8 ∈ R[1]), which is different from the case for (X1, X7). The reason is that, even if X8 is both a collider and a
non-collider, we have X6 in the conditioning set, which blocks the path {X1 → X8 ← X7 ← X6}. The path
{X1 → SII ← X8 ← X7 ← X6} is blocked by conditioning on X8.

The preceding pairs of variables are all similar to the cases discussed above until we meet (X2, X6). This pair is special
since we have (X3, X6) as a confounded pair in the ground-truth structure. Thus, when conditioning on X3, X2 and X6

are always d-connected. Therefore, we first have X2 ⊥̸⊥X6|XPre(6)\1. Then, we also have X2 ⊥̸⊥X6|{XPre(6)\1, X7},
which indicates that (X2, X6) is included as a spurious dependent pair.

The other pairs are all similar to the cases we have discussed. At the end of Stage One, we have the following results:
R[1] = {8, 7, 5, 3},R[2] = {6, 3},R[3] = {6, 4},R[4] = {8, 5},R[5] = {6}. R[6] = {7}, andR[7] = {8}.

• Stage Two: Then we move to the second stage with L andR from the first stage. We start from a descending order
for both L and R. The first pair is (X7, X8), which is identified as a direct relation since k = i. This is similar for
(X6, X7) and (X5, X6), and both of them are identified as (first-order) direct relations.

Now we move to (X4, X8), for which we have k = 7. For line 18, we have X4 ⊥⊥ X7|{XPre(7)\4, X8}, where T = ∅.
Thus, (X4, X8) is identified as a selection pair. Then we identify (X4, X5) as a direct relation similar to the case
discussed above.

Next we move to (X3, X6), for which we have k = 5 and T = {X8}. Because X3 ⊥̸⊥X5|{XPre(5)\3, X6, X8} (line
18, T = {X8}) and X3 ⊥⊥ X5|{XPre(5)\3, X7} (line 19), we identify (X3, X6) as a direct relation. However, since
(X3, X6) is a confounded pair, we now include a spurious direct relation in E , which will be identified in Stage Three.

After that, we identify (X3, X4) as a first-order direct relation, then we consider (X2, X6), for which we have k = 5
and T = {X8}. Note that, (X2, X6) is actually not a dependent pair. This is included in Stage Two only because
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(X3, X6) is a confounded pair, and the collider X3 on the path was always included in the conditioning set in Stage
One. For Stage Two, because X2 ⊥̸⊥X5|{XPre(5)\2, X6, X8} (line 18) and X2 ⊥⊥ X5|{XPre(5)\2, X7, X8} (line 19),
(X2, X6) is still identified as a direct relation as a spurious one again.

Then after identifying (X2, X3) as a first-order direct relation, we move to (X1, X8). For this pair, we have K = 6
since 7 ∈ R[1]. Because X1 ⊥̸⊥X6|{XPre(6)\1, X8} (line 18) and X1 ⊥̸⊥X6|{XPre(6)\1, X8} (line 19), we identify
(X1, X8) as both a direct relation and a selection pair. As a result, we also remove 7 fromR[1] (line 26), so now we
haveR[1] = {8, 5, 3}, and we remove to (X1, X5).

For (X1, X5), we have k = 4 and T = {X8}. Consequentially, we have X1 ⊥̸⊥X4|{XPre(4)\1, X5, X8} (line 18) and
X1 ⊥⊥ X4|{XPre(4)\1, X6, X8} (line 19). Thus, (X1, X5) is identified as a direct relation. Then we move to (X1, X3)
with k = 2 and T = {X8}. For line 6, we have X1 ⊥⊥ X2|{XPre(2)\1, X3, X8}, which implies that we identify it as a
selection pair.

Finally, we finished all tests in Stage Two. In summary, we have identified all selection pairs and direct relations, while
misidentifying a confounded pair (X3, X6)c as a direct relation and introducing a spurious direct relation for (X2, X6)
because of the confounded pair (X3, X6)c.

• Stage Three: At this stage, we need to identify all confounded pairs while removing all spurious structures. It is worth
noting that, according to the previous discussion, all spurious structures after Stage Two are caused by confounded
pairs. Thus, if our setting does not allow the existence of latent confounders (Theorem 3.2), Stage Three will be
removed from the algorithm.

According to line 34, we only need to test (X3, X6) since we have both (X3, X6) and (X2, X6) are identified as direct
relations in the previous stage. At this point, we have T = {X8} (line 33) and X2 ⊥⊥ X6|{XPre(6)\{2,3}, X7, X8}. Note
that both X7 and X8 are essential in the conditioning set. If we do not condition on both, there will be a d-connected
path {X2 → X3 → SI ← X1 → SII ← X8 ← X7 ← X6} that makes X2 and X6 conditionally dependent. This is
because, if we only add X8 to the conditioning set together with XPre(6)\{2,3}, there will be another d-connected path
{X2 → X3 → SI ← X1 → X8 ← X7 ← X6} between X2 and X6 since X8 is a collider on the path. Only when we
also add X7 in the condition set, we will have X2 ⊥⊥ X6|{XPre(6)\{2,3}, X7, X8}. Thus, according to lines 38-40, we
identify (X3, X6) as a confounded pair, as well as remove X3 → X6 and X2 → X6 from the edge set E , which are
the only remaining spurious direct relations. After that, we have identified all confounded pairs while removing all
spurious structures.

Now, we have identified all selection pairs, direct relations, and confounded pairs in Figure 11. The implementation of tests
is based on causal-learn (Zheng et al., 2024).

B.1. Additional Discussion on the Algorithm

Beyond Structural Conditions. In the above example, we have shown how to identify different types of dependencies
based on purely observational data, even when there may exist hidden confounders and selection variables. In real-world
scenarios, it is important to acknowledge that some structural conditions may not consistently apply universally. The current
algorithm is proposed to uncover the complete structure under the premise of identifiability, where all conditions are met.
However, for practical applications, we can integrate condition checkers into the algorithm to allow potential ambiguities in
the output when certain conditions are not satisfied. Meanwhile, the algorithm could be designed to raise a warning when it
is unsure about certain parts of the output structure, and thus users could still make use of the remaining parts and deal with
the uncertainty with their desired strategies (e.g., additional experiments).

Beyond Sequential Data. By discovering hidden selection structures from observational data, a more veridical inductive
bias can be unveiled to apply in various tasks. In particular, the modeling of sequential data benefits a lot from that selection
structure, since the commonly assumed autoregressive structure is usually overcomplicated and dense, and there could be
latent confounders and selection variables that introduce different types of dependencies. However, the idea behind our
proposed algorithm is also applicable beyond the setting where data has a sequential nature. The sequential structure is
leveraged to distinguish selection from other types of dependencies in certain structures and does not need to be satisfied
universally. For instance, if there is no selection among a subset of observed variables, their structure can be identified using
previous constraint-based methods without assuming the sequential nature. Moreover, even when selection exists in the
presence of potential latent confounders in certain structures, we can still identify it without the sequentiality assumption.
Consider a non-sequential case with A→ B, C ← D, and an unknown dependence between B and C. If this dependence
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arises from B causing C, C causing B, or latent confounders for them, there must be at least one edge along the path
between B and C that has an arrowhead into B or C. This contrasts with scenarios where latent selection variables influence
B and C, as these introduce additional colliders, distinguishable by testing for conditional dependence given the colliders
under the faithfulness assumption. For certain dependencies that cannot be distinguished without the sequential structure,
the algorithm may just remain and alert the indeterminacies in the output, or other conditions could be introduced if needed.

C. Proofs
C.1. Proof of Theorem 3.2

Theorem 3.2. Let the observed data be a large enough sample generated by a model defined in Section 2. In addition to the
faithfulness assumption and Markov condition, suppose the following assumptions hold:

i. (No future influencing the past): For any edge between observed variables, e.g., Xi → Xj , i < j.

ii. (No latent confounders): C = ∅.

iii. (Exclude degenerate structures): Structural conditions 3.1 are satisfied.

Then all selection pairs and direct relations in the causal graph G are identifiable.

Proof. We prove the identifiability of the causal graph by showing that the algorithm 2 (only lines 1-29 since there are no
latent confounders according to assumption ii) identifies all selection pairs and direct relations. Consistent with the two
stages of the algorithm, the proof is divided into the following three stages:

• Stage One: Identifying dependent pairs together with several spurious structures.

• Stage Two: Identifying selection pairs, dependent pairs that are both selection pairs and direct relations, and direct
relations while removing spurious structures.

Stage One. We first show that, after Stage One (lines 3-10), the identified sets of variable pairs, denoted as E1, only consist
of the following types of cases:

• All selection pairs (Xi, Xj)s in the ground-truth causal graph.

• All direct relations (Xi, Xj)x in the ground-truth causal graph.

• All dependent pairs that are both selection pairs and direct relations, i.e., (Xi, Xj){s,x}, in the ground-truth causal
graph.

• All pairs of variables (Xi, Xj) that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation in the
ground-truth causal graph.

For a variable pair (Xi, Xj), we discuss all potential cases for the paths between Xi and Xj as follows. We denote Xk as
the observed variable closest to Xi.

I: (Xi, Xj) is a dependent pair. In this case, Xi is d-connected with Xj given any conditioning set, thus Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |XPre(j)\i
and (Xi, Xj)d ∈ E1. This covers the cases where (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair, a direct relation, and a dependent pair
which is both a selection pair and a direct relation. Note that there do not exist any confounded pairs according to
assumption ii.

II: {Xi · · · ← Xk · · ·Xj}, where k < i. Since Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i, this path is d-connected only if Xk is a collider on the
path. However, Xk cannot be a collider because of {Xi ← Xk}. Thus, Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i and (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

III: {Xi · · · → Xk · · ·Xj}, where k < i. Because of assumption i, {Xi → Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
confounded pair {Xk, Xi}c. Because of assumption ii, this is impossible and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.
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IV: {Xi · · · ↔ Xk · · ·Xj}, where k < i and ↔ means both tails and arrow heads exist. Because of assumption i,
{Xi → Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a confounded pair {Xk, Xi}c. Because of assumption ii, this is
impossible and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

V: {Xi · · · ← Xk · · ·Xj}, where k > i. Based on this, we discuss the following cases:

V.i: The case where i < k < j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a selection
pair {Xi, Xk}s, and Xk must not be a collider on the path. Since XPre(j)\i is the condition set and Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i,
we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i (Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i) and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

V.ii: The case where k > j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a selection
pair {Xi, Xk}s, and Xk must not be a collider. Since k > j, Xk is not in the conditioning set XPre(j)\i.
However, the index k for any selection pair {Xi, Xk}s, where k > j, has already been included in R[i]
according to the order of tests in the algorithm (lines 3-10). Therefore, there is the conditional independence
Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk}, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

VI: {Xi · · · → Xk · · ·Xj}, where k > i. Based on this, we discuss the following cases:

VI.i: The case where i < k < j. Since XPre(j)\i is the condition set and Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i, Xk must be a collider for the
path to be d-connected. On the path, let us denote the Xp as the observed variable closest to Xk other than Xi.
Thus, we must have {Xk ← · · ·Xp} on the path. We further have the following cases:

• The case where p < k. If p < k, we have p < i as p ̸= i. Since {Xk ← · · ·Xp}, (Xk, Xp) is either a
confounded pair or direct relation. Because of assumption ii, (Xk, Xp) can only be a direct relation. Therefore,
Xp must not be a collider. So we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

• The case where p > k. In this case, (Xk, Xp) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption ii, this is
impossible and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

VI.ii: The case where k > j. If k > j (Xk /∈ XPre(j)\i), the only case where the path between Xi and Xj is
not d-separated by Xk is the case where Xk is the cause of a selection variable. However, since we have
{Xi · · · → Xk}, it is not possible for (Xi, Xk) to be a selection pair. For any other selection pairs, in order to
have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i}, (Xj , Xk) must be a selection pair. According to assumption iii, we have k ̸= j + 1.
Therefore, the path is d-separated by either k, where k ∈ R[i], or j + 1. Consequently, there must be the
conditional independence Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk} and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

VII: {Xi · · · ↔ Xk · · ·Xj}, where k > i. Based on this, we discuss the following cases:

VII.i: The case where i < k < j. Since XPre(j)\i is the condition set and Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i, Xk must be a collider for the
path to be d-connected. At the same time, (Xi, Xk) must be a selection pair. We further discuss the following
cases:

• The case where k = i + 1. According to assumption iii, (Xi, Xk) cannot be a selection pair if k = i + 1,
which is a contradiction.

• The case where k ̸= i+ 1. On the path, let us denote the Xp as the observed variable closest to Xk other than
Xi. Thus, we must have {Xk ← · · ·Xp} on the path. We further have the following cases:
– The case where p < k. If p < k, we have p < i as p ̸= i. Since {Xk ← · · ·Xp}, (Xp, Xk) is either

a confounded pair or a direct relation. Because of assumption ii, (Xp, Xk) can only be a direct relation.
Therefore, Xp must not be a collider, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\i}, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

– The case where p > k. In this case, (Xk, Xp) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption ii, this
is impossible and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

VII.ii: The case where k > j. If k > j (Xk /∈ XPre(j)\i), the only case where the path between Xi and Xj is not
d-separated by Xk is the case where Xk is the cause of a selection variable. However, the index k for any
selection pair {Xi, Xk}s, where k > j, has already been included in R[i] according to the order of tests in the
algorithm (lines 3-10). According to assumption iii, Xk cannot be caused by more than two observed variables
via higher-order direct relations. Therefore, the only case for Xi to be conditionally dependent of Xj given
{XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk} for all k ∈ R[i] is the structure that (Xi, Xj+1){s,x}. At the same time, we also have
Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i}. As a result, we have (Xi, Xj)d ∈ E1 where (Xi, Xj+1) is both a selection pair and a direct
relation.
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Stage Two. Next, we prove that we can identify selection pairs, direct relations, and dependent pairs that are both selection
pairs and direct relations in E1 after lines 11-29 in the algorithm.

We discuss the following cases for all types in E1:

I: (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a direct relation. According to the algorithm, it will be identified as a selection pair
but not a direct relation if and only if Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (the definition of T is in line 17 in the algorithm).

We first show that all these selection pairs will be identified. If (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a direct relation, Xj

must be a non-collider on the path since there is no latent confounder according to assumption ii, which may lead to the
d-separation and thus the conditional independence. Thus, we need to show that there exists no other path that leads to
conditional dependence. We prove it by contradiction.

Suppose that there exist a path other than {Xi → S ← Xj · · ·Xk} that makes Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. We
discuss all potential cases for that path:

I.i: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the path.
Since Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, this path is d-connected if and only if Xp is a collider on the path. However, Xp cannot be
a collider because of {Xi ← Xp}. Thus, this case is impossible.

I.ii: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the path.
Because of assumption i, {Xi → Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a confounded pair {Xp, Xi}c. Because
of assumption ii, there are no latent confounders and thus this case is impossible.

I.iii: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the path.
Because of assumption i, {Xp → Xi} is impossible. Thus, there must be a confounded pair {Xp, Xi}c. Because
of assumption ii, there are no latent confounders and thus this case is impossible.

I.iv: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on
the path. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a selection pair (Xi, Xp)s,
and Xp must not be a collider. Since {XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} is the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, we have
Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.

I.v: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k. Since XPre(k)\i is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, Xp must be
a collider for the path to be d-connected. On the path, let us denote the Xq as the observed variable closest to Xp

other than Xi. Thus, we must have {Xp ← · · ·Xq} on the path. We further have the following cases:
• The case where q < p. If q < p, we have q < i as q ̸= i. Since {Xp ← · · ·Xq}, (Xq, Xp) is either a

confounded pair or direct relation. Because of assumption ii, it can only be a direct relation. If (Xq, Xp) is a
direct relation, Xq must not be a collider, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (Xq ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this
case is impossible.

• The case where q > p. In this case, (Xp, Xq) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption ii, there
are no latent confounders and thus this case is impossible.

I.vi: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k. Since XPre(k)\i is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, Xp must be
a collider for the path to be d-connected. At the same time, (Xi, Xp) must be a selection pair. We further discuss
the following cases:

• The case where p = i + 1. According to assumption iii, (Xi, Xp) cannot be a selection pair if p = i + 1,
which is a contradiction.

• The case where p ̸= i+ 1. On the path, let us denote the Xq as the observed variable closest to Xp other than
Xi. Thus, we must have {Xp ← · · ·Xq} on the path. We further have the following cases:
– The case where q < p. If q < p, we have q < i as q ̸= i. Since {Xp ← · · ·Xq}, (Xq, Xp) is either a

confounded pair or a direct relation. Because of assumption ii, (Xq, Xp) must be a direct relation, Xq must
not be a collider, and the path is, again, not d-connected. Thus, this case is impossible.

– The case where q > p. In this case, (Xp, Xq) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption ii,
there should not be any latent confounders. Thus, this case is impossible.

I.vii: {Xi · · · ← Xp}, where k = p. This is impossible because of the algorithm, specifically, how k is selected (lines
20-25).

I.viii: {Xi · · · → Xp}, where k = p. This is also impossible because of the algorithm.
I.ix: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp}, where k = p. Similarly, this is impossible according to the algorithm.
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I.x: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, k < p < j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Together with the search procedure (lines 11-16), it is thus impossible for the selected k
to be smaller than p, which is a contradiction.

I.xi: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, k < p < j. Because of {Xi · · · → Xp}, (Xi, Xp) is a higher-order direct relation. Since
Xp is not in the condition set, (Xi, Xp) must also be a selection pair for the path to be d-connected. However,
according to assumption iii, there exits no (Xi, Xp+1)d. This contradicts the search procedure to select k (lines
11-16), and thus this case is impossible.

I.xii: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, k < p < j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be
a selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Similarly, it is thus impossible for the selected k to be smaller than p, which is a
contradiction.

I.xiii: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Moreover, according to assumption iii, Xp cannot be the effect of multiple higher-order
directions. Thus, Xp must not be a collider on the path, so we can d-separate the path by conditioning on it.
Since Xp is already in T according to the algorithm, we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} and thus this case is
impossible.

I.xiv: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. In this case, (Xi, Xp) is either a higher-order direct relation or a confounded pair.
Because of assumption ii, there are no latent confounders and thus it can only be a higher-order direct relation.
We further discuss the following case:

• Xp is not a cause of a selection variable. In this case, Xp must be a collider on the path, and the path is
d-separated when not conditioning on Xp. So we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}, which indicates that this
case is impossible.

• Xp is a cause of a selection variable. According to assumption iii, it cannot be the effect of multiple higher-
order directions. Therefore, if Xp is the cause of another selection variable together with any observed variable
with index u ∈ [k, j), the path is always d-separated by conditioning on both Xp and Xj . At the same time, if
Xp is the cause of another selection variable together with any observed variable with an index larger than
j, that variable will also be in the condition set (T) according to the algorithm (line 17). Recursively, all
these variables will be in the condition set, and the path will be d-separated, which indicates that this case is
impossible.

I.xv: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. At the same time, we have (Xi, Xp)d̸=c, i.e., it is both a selection pair and a direct
relation. According to assumption iii, it cannot be the effect of multiple higher-order directions. Therefore, if Xp

is the cause of another selection variable together with any observed variable with index u ∈ [k, j), the path is
always d-separated by conditioning on both Xp and Xj . At the same time, if Xp is the cause of another selection
variable together with any observed variable with an index larger than j, that variable will also be in the condition
set (T) according to the algorithm (line 17). Recursively, all these variables will be in the condition set, and the
path will be d-separated, which indicates that this case is impossible.

Therefore, there does not exist any path other than {Xi → S ← Xj · · ·Xk} that makes Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}.
So all selection pairs (Xi, Xj)s are identified.

We then discuss the other cases in E1 and show that it is impossible for any other types of variable pairs in E1 to have
the test results that Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}.

• (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation but not a selection pair. In this case, since Xj is collider on the path {Xi · · · → Xj},
for any v ∈ T, there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. Thus, this case is impossible.

• (Xi, Xj) is both a selection pair and a direct relation. In this case, since Xj is still a collider on the path
{Xi · · · → Xj}, for any v ∈ T, there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}, which indicates that this case is
impossible.

• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation
in the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption iii, and
will be removed by the algorithm (line 26). Therefore, this case is impossible.

II: (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation but not a selection pair. We first show that all these variable pairs will be identified. In
this case, Xj is a collider on the path. Thus, we have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. However, when Xj is not in the
condition set, we may have the d-separation and thus the conditional independence Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}
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(the definition of T is in line 17 in the algorithm). Thus, we need to show that there exists no other path that leads to
conditional dependence. We prove it by contradiction.

Suppose that there exist a path other than {Xi → Xj · · ·Xk} that makes Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}. Denote Xp

as the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the path, we discuss all potential cases for that path:

II.i: The discussions for the following cases are similar to those in the cases where (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not
a direct relation:

• {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i, i < p < k, or k < p < j.
• {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i or k < p < j .
• {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i, i < p < k, or k < p < j.
• {Xi ·Xp}, where p = k.

Thus, we mainly focus on the other cases as follows.
II.ii: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k. Since XPre(k)\i is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, Xp must be

a collider for the path to be d-connected. On the path, let us denote the Xq as the observed variable closest to Xp

other than Xi. Thus, we must have {Xp ← · · ·Xq} on the path. We further have the following cases:
• The case where q < p. If q < p, we have q < i as q ̸= i. Since {Xp ← · · ·Xq}, (Xp, Xq) is either a

confounded pair or a direct relation. Because of assumption ii, it can only be a direct relation. Therefore, Xq

must not be a collider, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i,T} (Xq−1 ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.
• The case where q > p. In this case, (Xp, Xq) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption ii, there

are no latent confounders and thus this case is impossible.
II.iii: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption iii, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a

selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Moreover, according to assumption iii, Xp cannot be the effect of multiple higher-order
directions. Thus, Xp must not be a collider on the path, so we can d-separate the path by conditioning on it. Since
Xp is already in T according to the algorithm, we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T} and thus this case is
impossible.

II.iv: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. In this case, (Xi, Xp) is either a higher-order direct relation or a confounded pair.
Because of assumption ii, there are no latent confounders, so it can only be a higher-order direct relation. We
further discuss the following case:

• Xp is not a cause of a selection variable. In this case, Xp must be a collider on the path, and the path is
d-separated when not conditioning on Xp. So we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}, which indicates that
this case is impossible.

• Xp is a cause of a selection variable. According to assumption iii, it cannot be the effect of multiple higher-
order directions. Meanwhile, the index p has already been included in R[i] according to the order of tests in
the algorithm (lines 12 and 13). At the same time, it is impossible for p to be j + 1 according to assumption
iii. This is because if Xj+1 is a cause of a selection variable while (Xi, Xj+1) is a higher-order direct
relation, it is impossible to have (Xi, Xj)d. Therefore, the path is always d-separated by conditioning on
{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T} and thus this case is impossible.

II.v: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. At the same time, we have (Xi, Xp)d̸=c, i.e., it is both a selection pair and a direct
relation. According to assumption iii, it cannot be the effect of multiple higher-order directions. Meanwhile,
it is impossible for p to be j + 1 according to assumption iii. This is because if Xj+1 is a cause of a selection
variable while (Xi, Xj+1) is a higher-order direct relation, it is impossible to have (Xi, Xj)d. Therefore, the path
is always d-separated by conditioning on {XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T} and thus this case is impossible.

We then discuss the other cases in E1 and show that it is impossible for any other types of variable pairs in E1 to be
identified as a direct relation.

• (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a directed relation. As already shown before, it will always be identified as a
selection pair but not a direct relation. Thus, this case is impossible

• (Xi, Xj) is both a selection pair and a direct relation. In this case, since Xj is still a collider on the path
{Xi · · · → Xk}, there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. At the same time, since (Xi, Xj) is also a selection
pair, not conditioning on Xj will also open the path. Thus, we also have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}, which
implies that this variable pair will not be identified as just a direct relation according to the algorithm (lines 21-24).
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• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation
in the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption iii, and
will be removed by the algorithm (line 26). Therefore, this case is impossible.

III: (Xi, Xj) is both a selection pair and a direct relation. In this case, since Xj is still a collider on the path {Xi · · · → Xk},
there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. At the same time, since (Xi, Xj) is also a selection pair, not conditioning
on Xj will also open the path. Thus, we also have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}. We then discuss the other cases in
E1 and show that, except for those variable pairs that are both a selection pair and a direct relation, it is impossible for
any other types of variable pairs in E1 to be identified as it.

• (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a directed relation. As already shown before, it will always be identified as a
selection pair but not a direct relation. Thus, this case is impossible

• (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation but not a selection pair. In this case, according to the discussion before, there is
always the conditional independence Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}. Thus, it is impossible for this case to be
identified as a variable pair i.e. both a selection pair and a direct relation.

• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation
in the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption iii, and
will be removed by the algorithm (line 26). Therefore, this case is impossible.

IV: (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation in
the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption iii, and will be
removed by the algorithm (line 26).

Therefore, after Stage Two, we identify all selection pairs and direct relations. As a result, we have shown that all selection
pairs and direct relations in the ground-truth causal graph are identifiable.

C.2. Proof of Theorem 3.4

Theorem 3.4. Let the observed data be a large enough sample generated by a model defined in Section 2. In addition to the
faithfulness assumption and Markov condition, suppose the following assumptions hold:

i. (No future influencing the past): For any edge between observed variables, e.g., Xi → Xj , i < j.

ii. (Exclude degenerate structures): Structural conditions 3.1 and 3.3 are satisfied.

Then all selection pairs, direct relations, and confounded pairs in the causal graph G are identifiable.

Proof. We prove the identifiability of the causal graph by showing that the algorithm 2 identifies all selection pairs, direct
relations, and confounded pairs. Consistent with the three stages of the algorithm, the proof is divided into the following
three stages:

• Stage One: Identifying dependent pairs (selection pairs, direct relations, and confounded pairs) together with several
spurious structures.

• Stage Two: Identifying selection pairs, dependent pairs that are both selection pairs and direct relations, and direct
relations, while remaining some spurious direct relations corresponding to unidentified confounded pairs.

• Stage Three: Identifying confounded pairs while removing all spurious structures.

Stage One. We first show that, after lines 1-10, the identified sets of variable pairs, denoted as E1, only consists of the
following types of cases:

• All selection pairs (Xi, Xj)s in the ground-truth causal graph.

• All direct relations (Xi, Xj)x in the ground-truth causal graph.

• All confounded pairs (Xi, Xj)c in the ground-truth causal graph.
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• All pairs of variables (Xi, Xj) that there exist confounded pairs (Xi+1, Xj)c in the ground-truth causal graph.

• All dependent pairs that are both selection pairs and direct relations, i.e., (Xi, Xj){s,x}, in the ground-truth causal
graph.

• All pairs of variables (Xi, Xj) that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation in the
ground-truth causal graph.

For a variable pair (Xi, Xj), we discuss all potential cases for the paths between Xi and Xj as follows. We denote Xk as
the observed variable closest to Xi.

I: (Xi, Xj) is a dependent pair. In this case, Xi is d-connected with Xj given any conditioning set, thus Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |XPre(j)\i
and (Xi, Xj)d ∈ E1. This covers the cases where (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair, a direct relation, a confounded pair, and
a dependent pair which is both a selection pair and a direct relation.

II: {Xi · · · ← Xk · · ·Xj}, where k < i. Since Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i, this path is d-connected if and only if Xk is a collider on
the path. However, Xk cannot be a collider because of {Xi ← Xk}. Thus, Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i and (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

III: {Xi · · · → Xk · · ·Xj}, where k < i. Because of assumption i, {Xi → Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
confounded pair {Xk, Xi}c. Because of assumption 3.3, Xk cannot be caused by another confounder or observed
variable via higher-order direct relation. Therefore, Xk is not a collider on the path, and we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i
(Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i) and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

IV: {Xi · · · ↔ Xk · · ·Xj}, where k < i and ↔ means both tails and arrow heads exist. Because of assumption i,
{Xi → Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a confounded pair {Xk, Xi}c. Because of assumption 3.3, (Xk, Xi)
cannot be a selection pair or direct relation, and Xk cannot be caused by another confounder or observed variable via
higher-order direct relation. We further discuss the following cases:

IV.i: Xk is a collider. For Xk to be a collider, the only case is {Xk−1 → Xk ← C → Xi}, where C as the
corresponding latent confounder in C. In that case, Xk−1 ∈ XPre(j)\i cannot be a collider on the path. Thus, we
have Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

IV.ii: Xk is not a collider. Then we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i (Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i) and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

V: {Xi · · · ← Xk · · ·Xj}, where k > i. Based on this, we discuss the following cases:

V.i: The case where i < k < j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a selection
pair {Xi, Xk}s, and Xk must not be a collider on the path. Since XPre(j)\i is the condition set and Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i,
we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i (Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i) and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

V.ii: The case where k > j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xk} is impossible. Thus, there must be a selection
pair {Xi, Xk}s, and Xk must not be a collider. Since k > j, Xk is not in the conditioning set XPre(j)\i.
However, the index k for any selection pair {Xi, Xk}s, where k > j, has already been included in R[i]
according to the order of tests in the algorithm (lines 3-10). Therefore, there is the conditional independence
Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk}, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

VI: {Xi · · · → Xk · · ·Xj}, where k > i. Based on this, we discuss the following cases:

VI.i: The case where i < k < j. Since XPre(j)\i is the condition set and Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i, Xk must be a collider for the
path to be d-connected. On the path, let us denote the Xp as the observed variable closest to Xk other than Xi.
Thus, we must have {Xk ← · · ·Xp} on the path. We further have the following cases:

• The case where p < k. If p < k, we have p < i as p ̸= i. Since {Xk ← · · ·Xp}, (Xk, Xp) is either a
confounded pair or direct relation. We further discuss the following cases:
– If (Xp, Xk) is a confounded pair, because Xp cannot be caused by another confounder (assumption 3.3),

the only case for Xp to also be a collider is {Xk ← C → Xp ← Xp−1. Thus, Xp−1 must not be a collider
on the path, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\i}, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

– If (Xp, Xk) is a direct relation, Xp must not be a collider. So we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i, which implies
(Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.
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• The case where p > k. In this case, (Xk, Xp) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption 3.3,
Xk and Xp cannot be caused by another confounder or higher-order direct relation. Therefore, there must be
{Xi → Xk} and k = i+ 1 for the path to be d-connected. We further discuss the following cases:
– If k < p < j, because of assumption 3.3, Xp cannot be caused by another confounder or higher-order direct

relation. If Xp is a collider, Xp−1 must not be a collider on the path as {Xp−1 → Xp}. Thus, we have
Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |XPre(j)\i, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

– If p = j, then Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i} because of (Xi+1, Xj)c, which implies (Xi, Xj)d ∈ E1.
– If p > j (Xp /∈ XPre(j)\i), the only case where the path between Xi and Xj is not d-separated by Xp is the

case where Xp is the cause of a selection variable. However, the index p has already been included in R[i]
according to the order of tests in the algorithm (lines 3-10). According to assumption 3.1, Xp cannot be
caused by more than two observed variables via higher-order direct relations. Therefore, the only case for
Xi to be conditionally dependent of Xj given {XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk} for all k ∈ R[i] is the structure that
{Xi → S ← Xp} and p = j + 1. However, this contradicts with assumption 3.3 since {Xi+1, Xp} is a
confounded pair.

VI.ii: The case where k > j. If k > j (Xk /∈ XPre(j)\i), the only case where the path between Xi and Xj is
not d-separated by Xk is the case where Xk is the cause of a selection variable. However, since we have
{Xi · · · → Xk}, it is not possible for (Xi, Xk) to be a selection pair. For any other selection pairs, in order to
have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i}, (Xj , Xk) must be a selection pair. According to assumption 3.1, we have k ̸= j + 1.
Therefore, the path is d-separated by either k, where k ∈ R[i], or j + 1. Consequently, there must be the
conditional independence Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk} and thus (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

VII: {Xi · · · ↔ Xk · · ·Xj}, where k > i. Based on this, we discuss the following cases:

VII.i: The case where i < k < j. Since XPre(j)\i is the condition set and Xk ∈ XPre(j)\i, Xk must be a collider for the
path to be d-connected. At the same time, (Xi, Xk) must be a selection pair. We further discuss the following
cases:

• The case where k = i + 1. According to assumption 3.1, (Xi, Xk) cannot be a selection pair if k = i + 1,
which is a contradiction.

• The case where k ̸= i+ 1. On the path, let us denote the Xp as the observed variable closest to Xk other than
Xi. Thus, we must have {Xk ← · · ·Xp} on the path. We further have the following cases:
– The case where p < k. If p < k, we have p < i as p ̸= i. Since {Xk ← · · ·Xp}, (Xp, Xk) is either a

confounded pair or a direct relation. If (Xp, Xk) is a confounded pair, because Xp cannot be caused by
another confounder (assumption 3.3), the only case for Xp to also be a collider is {Xk ← C → Xp ←
Xp−1}. Thus, Xp−1 must not be a collider, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\i}, which implies (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1;
If (Xp, Xk) is a direct relation, Xp must not be a collider, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\i}, which implies
(Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

– The case where p > k. In this case, (Xk, Xp) can only be a confounded pair. However, because k ̸= i+ 1
and {Xi · · · ↔ Xk}, (Xi, Xk) is either a confounded pair or higher-order direct relation, both of which are
impossible according to assumption 3.3. Thus, (Xi, Xj)d /∈ E1.

VII.ii: The case where k > j. If k > j (Xk /∈ XPre(j)\i), the only case where the path between Xi and Xj is not
d-separated by Xk is the case where Xk is the cause of a selection variable. However, the index k for any
selection pair {Xi, Xk}s, where k > j, has already been included in R[i] according to the order of tests in the
algorithm (lines 3-10). According to assumption 3.1, Xk cannot be caused by more than two observed variables
via higher-order direct relations. Therefore, the only case for Xi to be conditionally dependent of Xj given
{XPre(j)\i, Xj+1, Xk} for all k ∈ R[i] is the structure that (Xi, Xj+1){s,x}. At the same time, we also have
Xi ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\i}. As a result, we have (Xi, Xj)d ∈ E1 where (Xi, Xj+1) is both a selection pair and a direct
relation.

Stage Two. Next, we prove that we can identify selection pairs, direct relations, and dependent pairs that are both selection
pairs and direct relations in E1 after lines 11-29 in the algorithm. After this stage, there are still some spurious dependent
pairs because of unidentified confounded pairs. Note that, according to the algorithm, for any Xi, the tests start from
variables inR[i] with the largest index and continue in a descending order. In addition, Xk for k after lines 15 and 16 is a
variable where (Xi, Xk) is not a pair in E1.

We discuss the following cases for all types in E1.
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I: (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a direct relation. According to the algorithm, it will be identified as a selection pair
but not a direct relation if and only if Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (the definition of T is in line 17 in the algorithm).

We first show that all these selection pairs will be identified. If (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a direct relation,
according to assumption 3.3, if (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair, it cannot be a confounded pair. Thus, Xj must be a
non-collider on the path, which may lead to the d-separation and thus the conditional independence. Thus, we need to
show that there exists no other path that leads to conditional dependence. We prove it by contradiction.

Suppose that there exist a path other than {Xi → S ← Xj · · ·Xk} that makes Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. We
discuss all potential cases for that path:

I.i: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the path.
Since Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, this path is d-connected if and only if Xp is a collider on the path. However, Xp cannot be
a collider because of {Xi ← Xp}. Thus, this case is impossible.

I.ii: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the path.
Because of assumption i, {Xi → Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a confounded pair {Xp, Xi}c. Because
of assumption 3.3, Xp cannot be caused by another confounder or observed variable via higher-order direct
relation. Therefore, Xp is not a collider and this case is impossible

I.iii: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the
path. Because of assumption i, {Xp → Xi} is impossible. Thus, there must be a confounded pair {Xp, Xi}c.
Because of assumption 3.3, (Xp, Xi) cannot be a selection pair or direct relation. Thus, it is impossible to have
{Xi · · · ↔ Xp} on the path. Consequently, this case is impossible.

I.iv: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k and Xp denotes the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on
the path. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a selection pair (Xi, Xp)s,
and Xp must not be a collider. Since {XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} is the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, we have
Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.

I.v: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k. Since XPre(k)\i is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, Xp must be
a collider for the path to be d-connected. On the path, let us denote the Xq as the observed variable closest to Xp

other than Xi. Thus, we must have {Xp ← · · ·Xq} on the path. We further have the following cases:
• The case where q < p. If q < p, we have q < i as q ̸= i. Since {Xp ← · · ·Xq}, (Xq, Xp) is either a

confounded pair or direct relation. We further discuss the following cases:
– If (Xq, Xp) is a confounded pair, because Xq cannot be caused by another confounder (assumption 3.3),

the only case for Xq to also be a collider is {Xp ← C → Xq ← Xq−1. Thus, Xq−1 must not be a collider,
and Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (Xq−1 ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.

– If (Xq, Xp) is a direct relation, Xq must not be a collider, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (Xq ∈
XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.

• The case where q > p. In this case, (Xp, Xq) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption 3.3,
Xp and Xq cannot be caused by another confounder or higher-order direct relation. Therefore, there must be
{Xi → Xp} and p = i+ 1 for the path to be d-connected. We further discuss the following cases:
– If p < q < k, because of assumption 3.3, Xq cannot be caused by another confounder or higher-order

direct relation. If Xq is a collider, Xq−1 must not be a collider on the path as {Xq−1 → Xq}, and
Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} (Xq−1 ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.

– If q = k, then we have (Xi+1, Xk)c, which is a contradiction to the definition of k (k ∈ R[i] according to
the algorithm)

– If k < q < j, because of assumption 3.3, (Xp−1, Xq+1)d̸=c should not exist. However, since p−1 = i, this
contradicts the definition of k (k ∈ R[i] according to the algorithm) or the existing selection pair (Xi, Xj)s.

– If q = j, this contradicts assumption 3.3 that there exists no (Xi, Xj)s (i = p− 1).
– If q > j, if not conditioning on Xq, the only case where the path between Xi and Xk is not d-separated

by Xq is the case where Xq is the cause of a selection variable. However, the index q has already been
included in R[i] according to the order of tests in the algorithm (Lines 12 and 13). According to assumption
3.1, Xq cannot be caused by more than two observed variables via higher-order direct relations. As a result,
we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} and thus this case is impossible.

I.vi: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k. Since XPre(k)\i is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, Xp must be
a collider for the path to be d-connected. At the same time, (Xi, Xp) must be a selection pair. We further discuss
the following cases:
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• The case where p = i + 1. According to assumption 3.1, (Xi, Xp) cannot be a selection pair if p = i + 1,
which is a contradiction.

• The case where p ̸= i+ 1. On the path, let us denote the Xq as the observed variable closest to Xp other than
Xi. Thus, we must have {Xp ← · · ·Xq} on the path. We further have the following cases:
– The case where q < p. If q < p, we have q < i as q ̸= i. Since {Xp ← · · ·Xq}, (Xq, Xp) is either a

confounded pair or direct relation. If (Xq, Xp) is a confounded pair, because Xq cannot be caused by another
confounder (assumption 3.3), the only case for Xq to also be a collider is {Xp ← C → Xq ← Xq−1}.
Thus, Xq−1 must not be a collider, and the path is not d-connected; If (Xq, Xp) is a direct relation, Xq

must not be a collider, and the path is, again, not d-connected. Thus, this case is impossible.
– The case where q > p. In this case, (Xp, Xq) can only be a confounded pair. However, because p ̸= i+ 1

and {Xi · · · ↔ Xp}, (Xi, Xp) is either a confounded pair or higher-order direct relation, both of which are
impossible according to assumption 3.3. Thus, this case is impossible.

I.vii: {Xi · · · ← Xp}, where k = p. This is impossible because of the algorithm, specifically, how k is selected (lines
15 and 16).

I.viii: {Xi · · · → Xp}, where k = p. This is also impossible because of the algorithm.
I.ix: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp}, where k = p. Similarly, this is impossible according to the algorithm.
I.x: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, k < p < j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a

selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Together with the search procedure (lines 20-25), it is thus impossible for the selected k
to be smaller than p, which is a contradiction.

I.xi: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, k < p < j. Because of {Xi · · · → Xp}, (Xi, Xp) is either a higher-order direct relation
or a confounded pair. Since Xp is not in the condition set, (Xi, Xp) must also be a selection pair for the path to
be d-connected. However, according to assumption 3.1, there exits no (Xi, Xp+1)d. This contradicts the search
procedure to select k (lines 15 and 16), and thus this case is impossible.

I.xii: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, k < p < j. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be
a selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Similarly, it is thus impossible for the selected k to be smaller than p, which is a
contradiction.

I.xiii: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Moreover, according to assumption 3.1, Xp cannot be the effect of multiple higher-order
directions. Thus, Xp must not be a collider on the path, so we can d-separate the path by conditioning on it.
Since Xp is already in T according to the algorithm, we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T} and thus this case is
impossible.

I.xiv: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. In this case, (Xi, Xp) is either a higher-order direct relation or a confounded pair.
We further discuss the following case:

• Xp is not a cause of a selection variable. In this case, Xp must be a collider on the path, and the path is
d-separated when not conditioning on Xp. So we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}, which indicates that this
case is impossible.

• Xp is a cause of a selection variable. According to assumption 3.1, it cannot be the effect of multiple
higher-order directions. Therefore, if Xp is the cause of another selection variable together with any observed
variable with index u ∈ [k, j), the path is always d-separated by conditioning on both Xp and Xj . At the same
time, if Xp is the cause of another selection variable together with any observed variable with an index larger
than j, that variable will also be in the condition set (T) according to the algorithm (line 17). Recursively, all
these variables will be in the condition set, and the path will be d-separated, which indicates that this case is
impossible.

I.xv: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. At the same time, since (Xi, Xp) cannot be both a selection pair and confounded pair,
we have (Xi, Xp)d̸=c, i.e., it is both a selection pair and a direct relation. According to assumption 3.1, it cannot
be the effect of multiple higher-order directions. Therefore, if Xp is the cause of another selection variable
together with any observed variable with index u ∈ [k, j), the path is always d-separated by conditioning on both
Xp and Xj . At the same time, if Xp is the cause of another selection variable together with any observed variable
with an index larger than j, that variable will also be in the condition set (T) according to the algorithm (line 17).
Recursively, all these variables will be in the condition set, and the path will be d-separated, which indicates that
this case is impossible.
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Therefore, there does not exist any path other than {Xi → S ← Xj · · ·Xk} that makes Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}.
So all selection pairs (Xi, Xj)s are identified.

We then discuss the other cases in E1 and show that it is impossible for any other types of variable pairs in E1 to have
the test results that Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}.

• (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation but not a selection pair. In this case, since Xj is collider on the path {Xi · · · → Xj},
for any v ∈ T, there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. Thus, this case is impossible.

• (Xi, Xj) is both a selection pair and a direct relation. In this case, since Xj is still a collider on the path
{Xi · · · → Xj}, for any v ∈ T, there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}, which indicates that this case is
impossible.

• (Xi, Xj) is a confounded pair. In this case, Xj is a collider on the path (all confounders are latent and
thus will never be conditioned). Similar to the previous two cases, for any v ∈ T, there is always
Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}, and this case is impossible.

• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists a confounded pair (Xi+1, Xj)c in the ground-truth causal
graph. In this case, Xi+1 is a collider on the path, and thus conditioning on it does not d-separate the path.
At the same time, Xj is also a collider. Since both Xi+1 and Xj are in the condition set, there is always
Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}, which indicates that this case is impossible.

• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation
in the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption 3.1, and
will be removed by the algorithm (line 26). Therefore, this case is impossible.

II: (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation but not a selection pair. We first show that all these variable pairs will be identified. In
this case, Xj is a collider on the path. Thus, we have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. However, when Xj is not in the
condition set, we may have the d-separation and thus the conditional independence Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}
(the definition of T is in line 17 in the algorithm). Thus, we need to show that there exists no other path that leads to
conditional dependence. We prove it by contradiction.

Suppose that there exist a path other than {Xi → Xj · · ·Xk} that makes Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}. Denote Xp

as the observed variable that is the closest to Xi on the path, we discuss all potential cases for that path:

II.i: The discussions for the following cases are similar to those in the cases where (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not
a direct relation:

• {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i, i < p < k, or k < p < j.
• {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i or k < p < j .
• {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, where p < i, i < p < k, or k < p < j.
• {Xi ·Xp}, where p = k.

Thus, we mainly focus on the other cases as follows.
II.ii: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, where i < p < k. Since XPre(k)\i is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\i, Xp must be

a collider for the path to be d-connected. On the path, let us denote the Xq as the observed variable closest to Xp

other than Xi. Thus, we must have {Xp ← · · ·Xq} on the path. We further have the following cases:
• The case where q < p. If q < p, we have q < i as q ̸= i. Since {Xp ← · · ·Xq}, (Xp, Xq) is either a

confounded pair or direct relation. We further discuss the following cases:
– If (Xp, Xq) is a confounded pair, because Xq cannot be caused by another confounder (assumption 3.3),

the only case for Xq to also be a collider is {Xp ← C → Xq ← Xq−1. Thus, Xq−1 must not be a collider,
and Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i,T} (Xq−1 ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.

– If (Xp, Xq) is a direct relation, Xq must not be a collider, and Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i,T} (Xq−1 ∈ XPre(k)\i)
and thus this case is impossible.

• The case where q > p. In this case, (Xp, Xq) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption 3.3,
Xp and Xq cannot be caused by another confounder or higher-order direct relation. Therefore, there must be
{Xi → Xp} and p = i+ 1 for the path to be d-connected. We further discuss the following cases:
– If p < q < k, because of assumption 3.3, Xq cannot be caused by another confounder or higher-order

direct relation. If Xq is a collider, Xq−1 must not be a collider on the path as {Xq−1 → Xq}, and
Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i,T} (Xq−1 ∈ XPre(k)\i) and thus this case is impossible.
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– If q = k, then we have (Xi+1, Xk)c, which is a contradiction to the definition of k (k ∈ R[i] according to
the algorithm)

– If k < q < j, because of assumption 3.3, (Xp−1, Xq+1)d̸=c should not exist. However, since p−1 = i, this
contradicts the definition of k (k ∈ R[i] according to the algorithm) or the existing selection pair (Xi, Xj)s.

– If q = j, this contradicts assumption 3.3 that there exists no (Xi, Xj)s (i = p− 1).
– If q > j, if not conditioning on Xq , the only case where the path between Xi and Xk is not d-separated by

Xq is the case where Xq is the cause of a selection variable. However, the index q has already been included
in R[i] according to the order of tests in the algorithm (lines 12 and 13). According to assumption 3.1, Xq

cannot be caused by more than two observed variables via higher-order direct relations. At the same time, it
is impossible to have q = j + 1, since there should not exist (Xi, Xj)d if (Xi+1, Xj+1) is a confounded
pair according to assumption ii. Therefore, the path is d-separated by conditioning on {XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}.
As a result, we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i,T} and thus this case is impossible.

II.iii: {Xi · · · ← Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption 3.1, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. Moreover, according to assumption 3.1, Xp cannot be the effect of multiple higher-order
directions. Thus, Xp must not be a collider on the path, so we can d-separate the path by conditioning on it. Since
Xp is already in T according to the algorithm, we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T} and thus this case is
impossible.

II.iv: {Xi · · · → Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. In this case, (Xi, Xp) is either a higher-order direct relation or a confounded pair.
We further discuss the following case:

• Xp is not a cause of a selection variable. In this case, Xp must be a collider on the path, and the path is
d-separated when not conditioning on Xp. So we have Xi ⊥⊥ Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}, which indicates that
this case is impossible.

• Xp is a cause of a selection variable. According to assumption 3.1, it cannot be the effect of multiple higher-
order directions. Meanwhile, the index p has already been included in R[i] according to the order of tests in
the algorithm (lines 12 and 13). At the same time, it is impossible for p to be j + 1 according to assumption
3.1. This is because if Xj+1 is a cause of a selection variable while (Xi, Xj+1) is either a higher-order direct
relation or a confounded pair, it is impossible to have (Xi, Xj)d. Therefore, the path is always d-separated by
conditioning on {XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T} and thus this case is impossible.

II.v: {Xi · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xk}, j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must be a
selection pair (Xi, Xp)s. At the same time, since (Xi, Xp) cannot be both a selection pair and confounded pair,
we have (Xi, Xp)d̸=c, i.e., it is both a selection pair and a direct relation. According to assumption 3.1, it cannot
be the effect of multiple higher-order directions. Meanwhile, it is impossible for p to be j + 1 according to
assumption 3.1. This is because if Xj+1 is a cause of a selection variable while (Xi, Xj+1) is either a higher-order
direct relation or a confounded pair, it is impossible to have (Xi, Xj)d. Therefore, the path is always d-separated
by conditioning on {XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T} and thus this case is impossible.

We then discuss the other cases in E1 and show that, except for those spurious direct relations corresponding to
unidentified confounded pairs, it is impossible for any other types of variable pairs in E1 to be identified as a direct
relation.

• (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a directed relation. As already shown before, it will always be identified as a
selection pair but not a direct relation. Thus, this case is impossible

• (Xi, Xj) is both a selection pair and a direct relation. In this case, since Xj is still a collider on the path
{Xi · · · → Xk}, there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. At the same time, since (Xi, Xj) is also a selection
pair, not conditioning on Xj will also open the path. Thus, we also have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}, which
implies that this variable pair will not just be identified as a direct relation according to the algorithm (lines 21-24).

• (Xi, Xj) is a confounded pair. In this case, Xj is always a collider on the path, and thus it is similar to the case
where (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation. According to the discussion above, it will also be identified as a direct relation,
and thus there will be spurious direct relations corresponding to unidentified confounded pairs.

• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists a confounded pair (Xi+1, Xj)c in the ground-truth causal
graph. In this case, Xi+1 is a collider on the path, and thus conditioning on it does not d-separate the path. At the
same time, Xj is also a collider. Since Xi+1 is always in the condition set, Xj is always a collider on the path.
Thus, similar to the previous discussion, (Xi, Xj) will be identified as a spurious direct relation corresponding to
the unidentified confounded pair.
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• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation
in the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption 3.1, and
will be removed by the algorithm (line 26). Therefore, this case is impossible.

III: (Xi, Xj) is both a selection pair and a direct relation. In this case, since Xj is still a collider on the path {Xi · · · → Xk},
there is always Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj ,T}. At the same time, since (Xi, Xj) is also a selection pair, not conditioning
on Xj will also open the path. Thus, we also have Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}. We then discuss the other cases in
E1 and show that, except for those variable pairs that are both a selection pair and a direct relation, it is impossible for
any other types of variable pairs in E1 to be identified as it.

• (Xi, Xj) is a selection pair but not a directed relation. As already shown before, it will always be identified as a
selection pair but not a direct relation. Thus, this case is impossible

• (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation but not a selection pair. In this case, according to the discussion before, there is
always the conditional independence Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}. Thus, it is impossible for this case to be
identified as a variable pair i.e. both a selection pair and a direct relation.

• (Xi, Xj) is a confounded pair. In this case, Xj is always a collider on the path, and thus it is similar to the
case where (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation. According to the discussion above, there is always the conditional
independence Xi ⊥̸⊥Xk|{XPre(k)\i, Xj+1,T}. Thus, this case is impossible

• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists a confounded pair (Xi+1, Xj)c in the ground-truth causal
graph. In this case, Xi+1 is a collider on the path, and thus conditioning on it does not d-separate the path. At the
same time, Xj is also a collider. Since Xi+1 is always in the condition set, Xj is always a collider on the path.
Thus, similar to the previous discussion, (Xi, Xj) will be identified as a spurious direct relation corresponding to
the unidentified confounded pair.

• (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation
in the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption 3.1, and
will be removed by the algorithm (line 26). Therefore, this case is impossible.

IV: (Xi, Xj) is a confounded pair. In this case, Xj is always a collider on the path, and Xi is always a non-collider on
the path i.e in the condition set for all tests in the algorithm, Thus, it is similar to the case where (Xi, Xj) is a direct
relation. According to the discussion above, it will also be identified as a direct relation, and thus there will be spurious
direct relations corresponding to unidentified confounded pairs.

V: (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists a confounded pair (Xi+1, Xj)c in the ground-truth causal graph.
In this case, Xi+1 is a collider on the path, and thus conditioning on it does not d-separate the path. At the same time,
Xj is also a collider. Since Xi+1 is always in the condition set, Xj is always a collider on the path. Thus, similar
to the previous discussion, (Xi, Xj) will be identified as a spurious direct relation corresponding to the unidentified
confounded pair.

VI: (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair that there exists (Xi, Xj+1) that is both a selection pair and a direct relation in
the ground-truth causal graph. In this case, (Xi, Xj) is not a dependent pair according to assumption 3.1, and will be
removed by the algorithm (line 26).

Therefore, after Stage Two, we can identify selection pairs, dependent pairs that are both selection pairs and direct relations,
and direct relations, while maintaining some spurious direct relations corresponding to unidentified confounded pairs.

Stage Three. Finally, we need to identify confounded pairs and remove the spurious direct relations caused by the
previously unidentified confounded pairs. After the second stage, the only cases where (Xi, Xj) can be a confounded pair is
where we have identified both (Xi−1, Xj) and (Xi, Xj) as direct relations. Based on the test order in the algorithm (lines
31 and 32), if (Xi, Xj) is a spurious dependent pair caused by the confounded pair (Xi, Xj+1), it would be removed before
the test for itself. Thus, we discuss the following potential cases:

I: (Xi−1, Xj) is a direct relation in the ground-truth, and (Xi, Xj) is a confounded pair in the ground-truth. This case is
impossible according to assumption 3.3.

II: (Xi−1, Xj) is a confounded pair in the ground-truth, and (Xi, Xj) is a direct relation in the ground-truth. This case is
impossible according to assumption 3.3.
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III: Both (Xi−1, Xj) and (Xi, Xj) are direct relations in the ground-truth. In this case, we always have Xi−1 dependent
of Xj given any condition set. Thus, these two direct relations will be identified by the algorithm,

IV: Both (Xi−1, Xj) and (Xi, Xj) are confounded pairs in the ground-truth. This case is impossible according to
assumption 3.3.

V: (Xi−1, Xj) is not a dependent pair in the ground-truth, and (Xi, Xj) is a confounded pair in the ground-truth. In this
case, Xi is a collider on the path between Xi−1 and Xj . So if there are no other d-connected paths between them, we
will have Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T}.
Suppose there exists another path other than {Xi−1 → Xi ← C → Xj} that makes Xi−1 ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}}
or Xi−1 ⊥̸⊥Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i},T}. Denote Xp as the observed variable that is the closest to Xi−1 on the path, we
discuss all potential cases for that path:

V.i: {Xi−1 · · · ← Xp · · ·Xj}, where p < i− 1. In this case, it is impossible for Xp to be a collider on the path. Since
Xp ∈ XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, there is Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T}. Thus, this case is impossible.

V.ii: {Xi−1 · · · → Xp · · ·Xj}, where p < i − 1. In this case, according to assumption i, it is impossible to have
{Xi−1 → Xp}. Thus, there must be a confounded pair (Xp, Xi−1)c. According to assumption 3.3, Xp cannot be
caused by another latent confounder or observed variable via higher-order direct relation. Therefore, if this path is
d-connected, we must have Xp−1 → Xp on the path. However, if this is the case, Xp−1 cannot be the collider on
the path. Because both Xp and Xp−1 are in the condition set, we have Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T}.
Thus, this case is impossible.

V.iii: {Xi−1 · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xj}, where p < i − 1. In this case, according to assumption i, it is impossible to
have {Xi−1 → Xp}. Thus, there must be a confounded pair (Xp, Xi−1)c. Then, because of assumption 3.3,
(Xp, Xi−1) cannot be a selection pair or direct relation. Thus, it is impossible to have {Xi−1 · · · ↔ Xp} on the
path. Consequently, this case is impossible.

V.iv: {Xi−1 · · · ← Xp · · ·Xj}, where i < p < j. Because of assumption i, {Xi−1 ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there
must be a selection pair (Xi−1, Xp)s, and Xp must not be a collider. Since {XPre(j)\{i−1,i}} is the condition set
and Xp ∈ XPre(k)\{i−1,i}, we have Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T} and thus this case is impossible.

V.v: {Xi−1 · · · → Xp · · ·Xj}, where i < p < j. Since XPre(j)\{i−1,i} is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(j)\{i−1,i},
Xp must be a collider on the path for the path to be d-connected. In addition, because of assumption 3.3, there
must be p ̸= i+ 1. On the path, let us denote the Xq as the observed variable closest to Xp other than Xi. Thus,
we must have {Xp ← · · ·Xq} on the path. We further have the following cases:

• The case where q < p. Since {Xp ← · · ·Xq}, (Xq, Xp) is either a confounded pair or direct relation. Since
Xi is already involved in a confounded pair, we have q ̸= i according to assumption 3.3. Since there is also
Xq ̸= i− 1, we have q < i− 1. We further discuss the following cases:
– If (Xq, Xp) is a confounded pair, because Xq cannot be caused by another confounder (assumption 3.3),

the only case for Xq to also be a collider is {Xp ← C → Xq ← Xq−1. Thus, Xq−1 must not be a collider
on the path, and Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T} (Xq−1 ∈ XPre(j)\{i−1,i}) and thus this case is
impossible.

– If (Xq, Xp) is a direct relation, Xq must not be a collider on the path, and Xi−1 ⊥⊥
Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T} (Xq ∈ XPre(j)\{i−1,i}) and thus this case is impossible.

• The case where q > p. In this case, (Xp, Xq) can only be a confounded pair. Because of assumption 3.3,
Xp and Xq cannot be in another confounded pair or higher-order direct relation. Since p > i + 1, it is
impossible to have (Xi−1, Xp)d or (Xi, Xp)d. Thus Xp cannot be a collider on the path, which implies
Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i}, Xj+1,T} (Xp ∈ XPre(j)\{i−1,i}). As a result, this case is impossible.

V.vi: {Xi−1 · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xj}, where i < p < j. Since XPre(j)\{i−1,i} is in the condition set and Xp ∈ XPre(j)\{i−1,i},
Xp must be a collider on the path for the path to be d-connected. In addition, because of assumption 3.3, there
must be p ̸= i+ 1. So we have p > i+ 1. Because there is {Xi−1 · · · ↔ Xp}, (Xi−1, Xp) must be a selection
pair. As a result, (Xi−1, Xp) cannot be a confounded pair and thus must also be a direct relation. According to
assumption 3.1, Xp cannot be the effect of more than one higher-order direct relation. Therefore, another direct
relation can only be (Xp−1, Xp)d. Then Xp−1 must not be a collider on the path (note that p− 1 ̸= i), and thus
this case is impossible.

V.vii: {Xi−1 · · · ← Xp · · ·Xj}, where j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi−1 ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there must
be a selection pair (Xi−1, Xp)s. Moreover, according to assumption 3.1, Xp cannot be the effect of more than
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one higher-order direct relation. Thus, Xp must not be a collider on the path, so we can d-separate the path by
conditioning on it. Since Xp is already in T according to the algorithm, we have Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i},T}
and thus this case is impossible.

V.viii: {Xi−1 · · · → Xp · · ·Xj}, where j < p. In this case, (Xi−1, Xp) is either a higher-order direct relation or a
confounded pair. We further discuss the following case:

• Xp is not a cause of a selection variable. In this case, Xp must be a collider on the path, and the path is
d-separated when not conditioning on Xp. So we have Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i},T}, which indicates that
this case is impossible.

• Xp is a cause of a selection variable. According to assumption 3.1, it cannot be the effect of multiple higher-
order directions. Therefore, if Xp is the cause of another selection variable, the path will be d-separated by
conditioning on both Xp and Xj+1. Note that conditioning on Xj+1 does not make the path d-connected,
since Xj+1 cannot be d-connected with Xi−1, Xi, or Xi+1 via a higher-order direct relation or a confounded
pair according to assumption 3.3. Thus, there is always Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i},T}, which implies that
this case is impossible.

V.ix: {Xi−1 · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xj}, where j < p. Because of assumption i, {Xi−1 ← Xp} is impossible. Thus, there
must be a selection pair (Xi−1, Xp)s. At the same time, since (Xi−1, Xp) cannot be both a selection pair
and confounded pair, we have (Xi−1, Xp)d̸=c, i.e., it is both a selection pair and a direct relation. According
to assumption 3.1, it cannot be the effect of multiple higher-order directions. Therefore, if Xp is the cause
of another selection variable, the path will be d-separated by conditioning on both Xp and Xj+1. Note that
conditioning on Xj+1 does not make the path d-connected, since Xj+1 cannot be d-connected with Xi−1, Xi, or
Xi+1 via a higher-order direct relation or a confounded pair according to assumption 3.3. Thus, there is always
Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i},T}, which implies that this case is impossible.

V.x: {Xi−1 · · · ← Xp · · ·Xj}, where p = i. In this case, according to assumption i, it is impossible to have
{Xi−1 → Xp}. Thus, there must be a confounded pair (Xp, Xi−1)c. However, since p = i and (Xi, Xj)c, Xp

cannot be caused by another latent confounder. Thus, this case is impossible.
V.xi: {Xi−1 · · · → Xp · · ·Xj}, where p = i. In this case, let us denote Xq as the closest observed variable to Xi (Xp)

on the path other than Xi−1. Since both Xi−1 and Xi are not in the condition set, the discussion on the potential
cases for Xq is similar to that for Xp, except for the case where we have {Xi−1 → Xi → Xq · · ·Xj}, where
q = i+ 1.
If q = i+ 1, the path is {Xi−1 → Xi → Xi+1 · · ·Xj}. On this path, if Xi+1 is caused by a latent confounder,
this path can be d-connected even with Xi+1 in the condition set. However, since T consists of all variables
where (Xi−1, Xv)s, (Xi, Xv)s, or (Xi+1, Xv)s for v > j, following the previous discussions, we still have
Xi−1 ⊥⊥ Xj |{XPre(j)\{i−1,i},T}. Thus, this case is impossible.

V.xii: {Xi−1 · · · ↔ Xp · · ·Xj}, where p = i. In this case, according to assumption i, it is impossible to have
{Xi−1 → Xp}. Thus, there must be a confounded pair (Xp, Xi−1)c. However, since p = i and (Xi, Xj)c, Xp

cannot be caused by another latent confounder. Thus, this case is impossible.

Therefore, after Stage Three, we identify all confounded pairs and remove spurious direct relations caused by previously
unidentified confounded pairs. As a result, we have shown that all selection pairs, direct relations, and confounded pairs in
the ground-truth causal graph are identifiable.
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D. Additional Experimental Results

Figure 12. Precision and recall for selection pairs w.r.t. different sample sizes.

In this section, we provide additional experimental results to further explore the proposed framework. We conduct
experiments on synthetic datasets with sample size in {1000, 2000, . . . , 10000}. All results are from 10 trials with different
random seeds. Although our results focus on asymptotic properties, the algorithm can still identify most selection pairs when
the sample size is relatively low. As expected, the variance of both precision and recall decreases as the sample size increases.
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